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Future Spacelift Requirements Study
Appendix 2
Innovative Applications Database
A2
(This page intentionally left blank)
Introduction
This appendix contains the database of 76 innovative space applications developed for the Future
Spacelift Requirements Study. The data collected were from multiple sources includingthe in-house
resources of The Aerospace Corporation, industry, NASA, DOD, and other government agencies.
The 76 Innovative Applications were grouped into three different mission areas: Civil (10),
Commercial (41), and Military (25).
Each application was assigned an Application Number. Some related applications were numbered
by assigning a whole number to the primary application (e.g., 31. Space Station Missions) and
decimal numbers to related applications (31.1. Space Station Servicing Missions). The details of
each application were initiallyestablished by recording its Category, Sector, Source of the Concept,
Description, and Major System Assumptions.
In order to characterize and define each of these concepts further, The Aerospace Corporation
developed a list of 52 questions. In many cases, the available information for these innovative
applications consisted of only a short notional description of the concept. In order to quantify space
launch requirements for such ideas, a team of Aerospace experts further developed each innovative
application into a workable solution, and estimated what it would take to make the idea feasible. The
process of technical assessment involved review of existing data as well as further defining the
sketchy ideas in group sessions.
All of the innovative applications were collected on an Aerospace developed Web site. The team of
Aerospace experts answered the set of questions for each application. The consistency and
accuracy of the answers were checked by a second team in an iterative process. When collection
was complete, the data were linked to an Excel spreadsheet and automated charting program, as
well as to an Access database for automated report generation. Finally, the spacelift attributes
associated with the innovative applications database were then used in the technology assessment
and the alternative futures of the Future Spacelift Requirements Study.
-i-
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Id Application
1
1.1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12.1
12.2
12.3
13
14
15
16
16.1
18
18.1
19
19.1
20
20.1
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
27.1
28
29
29.1
30
31
Global Surveillance, Recon, and Targeting System - deployment mission
Global Surveillance, Recon, and Targeting System - servicing flight
Hyperspectral
Light, Affordable, On-demand Surveillance Sats
Military Spaceplane
Space Control
Space Mine
Space Surveillance
Space Traffic Control
Missile Warning
Bi-Static Radar
Orbit Debris Removal
Planetary Defense -- Sky Survey
Planetary Defense -- Sky Guard
Planetary Defense -- System Development
Global Area Strike System (GASS)
Force (PGM) Delivery from Space
Interceptors
Delivery of Electromagnetic Radiation from Space - deployment mission
Delivery of Electromagnetic Radiation from Space - servicing flight
Solar-Powered High Energy Laser System. - deployment mission
Solar-Powered High Energy Laser System. - servicing flight
Space-Based High Energy Laser System - deployment mission
Space-Based High Energy Laser System - servicing flight
Ground-Based High Energy Laser System - deployment mission
Ground-Based High Energy Laser System - servicing flight
KEW Kinetic Energy Weapons
Super GPS
Communications
SPACENET: On-Orbit Support in 2025
Communications - Fixed Satellite Services
Communications - Broadcast Satellite Services
Communications - Mobile Satellite Service - deployment mission
Communications - Mobile Satellite Service - servicing flight
Communications - Positioning Satellite Services
Space Manufacturing - deployment mission
Space Manufacturing - servicing flight
Remote Sensing
Government Missions - Space Station Missions - deployment mission
-iii-
Id Application
31.1
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
44
44.1
45
45.1
46
46.1
47
47.1
48
49
50
51
52
53
53.1
53.2
53.3
53.4
53.5
53.6
53.7
53.8
56
58
58.1
59
59.1
60
Government Missions - Space Station Missions - servicing flight
Government Missions - Human Planetary Exploration
Government - Space Science Outwards
Transportation - Fast Package Delivery
Transportation - Hazardous Waste Disposal
Transportation - Space Tourism
Transportation - UHigh Speed Civil Transport
Transportation - Space Rescue
Transportation - Space Servicing and Transfer
Entertainment - Digital Movie Satellite
Space Utilities - Molniya - deployment mission
Space Utilities - Molniya - servicing flight
Space Utility - GEO - deployment mission
Space Utility - GEO - servicing flight
Space Utility - SunSync - deployment mission
Space Utility - SunSync - servicing flight
Space Utility - Lunar - deployment mission
Space Utility - Lunar - servicing flight
Space Utility - Space-to-Space Power Beaming
Space Advertising
Space Burial
Novelties
Space Product Demonstration
New Missions - Space Business Park - deployment mission
New Missions - Space Business Park - servicing flight
New Missions - Space Medical
New Missions - Space Settlements (O'Neil Habitats)
New Missions - Space Settlements (Lunar Outpost)
New Missions - Space Agriculture
Entertainment - Orbiting Movie Studio
Entertainment - Space Athletic Events
Entertainment - Space Theme Park
New Missions - Debris Removal
Space Mining - LOX - deployment mission
Space Mining - LOX - servicing flight
Space Mining - Helium-3 (He3) - deployment mission
Space Mining - Helium-3 (He3) - servicing flight
Nanosat Applications
-iv-
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Application # 1
Global Surveillance, Recon, and Targeting System - deployment mission
Category
Source
Date
Military
Spacecast 2020, Executive Summary p. 41,
Space Applications
4/25/97 7:13:34 AM
Reviewers Ho, Ching/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
The Global Surveillance, Reconnaissance, and Targeting System (GSRT) is a space-based,
omnisensorial collection, processing, and dissemination system to provide a real-time information
database. This database is used to create a virtual reality image of the area of interest. This virtual
reality image can be used at all levels of command to provide situational awareness, technical and
intelligence information, and two-way command and control. It is envisioned as a swarm of several
hundred small satellites (a couple of hundred pounds) with different groups of SAR, EO, IR,
multispectral, and on occasion, hyperspectral, etc.) that will collect omrtisensorial data and send data
to a central processing facility for data processing and dissemination.
Major System Assumptions
Miniature sensor system, launch capability, built-in-smarts for autonomous operations, minimum
ground command and control, etc. Limited processing on-board. ** For initial deployment of full
constellation
Comments
Initial input heavily modified after conversation with C. Ho. New input based on a proliferated small
LEO satellites with different sensor package, with initial peace time constellation and supplimental
satellites in times of crisis. (David J. Kim, 6 Feb 97) Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR 97.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge About 300 or more total
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insureA)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical-of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Thursday, October 30, 1997 Page 1 of 166
Application # 1
Global Surveillance, Recon, and Targeting System - deployment mission
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap_ reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Days
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
_ursday, October 30, 1997 Page 2 of 166
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Application # 1.1
Global Surveillance, Recon, and Targeting System - servicing flight
Category
Source
Date
Military
Spacecast 2020, Executive Summary p. 41,
Space Applications
4/25/97 7:13:44 AM
Reviewers Ho, Ching/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
The Global Surveillance, Reconnaissance, and Targeting System (GSRT) is a space-based,
omnisensorial collection, processing, and dissemination system to provide a real-time information
database. This database is used to create a virtual reality image of the area of interest. This virtual
reality image can be used at all levels of command to provide situational awareness, technical and
intelligence information, and two-way command and control. It is envisioned as a swarm of several
hundred small satellites (a couple of hundred pounds) with different groups of SAR, EO, IR,
multispectral, and on occasion, hyperspectral, etc.) that will collect omnisensorial data and send data
to a central processing facility for data processing and dissemination.
Major System Assumptions
Miniature sensor system, launch capability, built-in-smarts for autonomous operations, minimum
ground command and control, etc. Limited processing on-board. * For replenishment/servicing
missions.
Comments
Initial input heavily modified after conversation with C. Ho. New input based on a proliferated small
LEO satellites with different sensor package, with initial peace time constellation and supplemental
satellites in times of crisis. (David J. Kim, 6 Feb 97) Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR 97.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadh_argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Thursday, October 30, 1997 Page 3 of 166
Application # 1.1
Global Surveillance, Recon, and Targeting System - servicing flight
I
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Days
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or eontainerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application #2 lHyperspectral
Category Military
Source New world Vistas, Executive Summary (p.43)
Date 4/25/97 7:14:50 AM
Reviewers Kellogg, Robert/Ruth, Edward
Desc_ption
Small, less expensive satellites with a sp_i_ resolution of 10m class probably optimizes cost and
coverage.
Major System Assumptions
Loosely based on the hyperspectral systems proposed for the Warfighter-1 program being run out of
Phillips Lab. Sensor parameters 5-10m resolution 200-500 bands (vis thru LWIR) 40-100cm aperture
10 km swath width sun-synchronous orbits with 2-4 satellites in a constellation. Notes: - Does not
need to be a separate satellite. Hyperspectral may be part of "normal" military surveillance sensors or
commercial remote sensing. - System described will provide long-term monitoring, not continuous
surveillance of targets of interest. In other words the revisit time will be hours not seconds. To
provide surveillance would require a much larger constellation and would make even more sense to
combine with a "normal" surveillance system.
Comments
52. Launch as needed for replenishment - may or may not be during conflict conditions. Revised by
E. Ruth 18 AIR 97 Ques. 52. changed to NO.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Polar or near polar
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_cargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
One or less per year
Medium confidence (4--50%)
NIA
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement N/A
Safe abort requirement N/A
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Hyperspectral
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
NIA
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On.orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerlzed payload No
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 3
Light, Affordable, On-demand Surveillance Sats
Category Military
Source New World Vistas, p.26, Attack Volume
Date 4/25/97 7:21:25 AM
Reviewers Lopez, Jesse/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
The ability to rapidly orbit a tailored constellation of satellites with multimode radar and other
sensors, powerful onboard processing, and robust data links support many operational concepts. One
year life, substantial all-weather imaging and moving target indication/Ground Moving Target
Indication (GMTI) capability at high revisit rates (< 10 min) and with the survivability and assured
access inherent in orbital platforms.
Major System Assumptions
Miniature sensor system, launch capability, built-in-smarts for autonomous operations, minimum
ground command and control, etc. It is assumed that a basic surveillance constellation with world
wide access is available that provides all weather imaging (SAR) and ground moving target indication
(GMTI) capability at a nominal revisit rate (30 minutes). Upon an increase in hostile actions or rising
tension, a theater area requires more rapid revisits (<10 mins). This system would then provide
constellation back filling (additional space platforms) for area of interest. It does not seem practical
to build the entire constallation with these satellites and be operational in a matter of days or weeks
without a large cost impact. It is assumed a one-year life is required for these satellites.
Comments
Minor modification made for consistency and filled out blank responses. Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR
97.
Sector Military (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_cargo Weapon or sensors
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability Hours
Launch reliabilL_ required
Est. flights for one-time surge
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Present reliability
About 3 total (range 2 to 6)
One or less per year
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Inclastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
LaunchfacUities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
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Application # 3
Light, Affordable, On-demand Surveillance Sats
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingtbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch r;ange operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Days
Typical of today's launch vehicles
4X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Special operations--less extensive than today
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Quick reaction, 24 hours or less call-up
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate _nding site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerizedpayload Yes
No Return-to-launch-site capability afte r abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
: 7
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 4
Military Spaceplane
Category Military
Source New World Vistas P. 26, Attack Vol.
Date 4/25/97 7:21:51 AM
Reviewers Gross, Allen/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
The global-range TAV plane would be housed at existing AF bases within CONUS. It would be used
to perform on-demand reconnaissance and strike missions anywhere in the world. It would be capable
of overflying any location in the world in < 2 hours and returning to CONUS in < 3 hours from time
of take-off. It has airplane-like ground operations and could be maintained within the current aircraft
infrastructure. A Much 18+ boost-glide-skip flight path would enable a global-range capability (Much
18+ for unrefueled globaI range capability is much less difficult and costly than the Mach 26 needed
to achieve orbit). The plane would provide very rapid reconnaissance when f'mer detail of a specific
area is required to finalize preparations for or initiate action against a specific objective. In the TAV
phase of flight, the TAV could deploy weapons that could strike a critical target very precisely. This
would give the US an ability to swiftly attack terrorists in their homeland and destroy critical
facilities associated with WMD (Weapons of Mass Destruction - manufacturing in particular) with
impunity. TAV is the fast stage of a two-stage space-launch vehicle. The second stage used to
deploy the satellite into operational orbit could be reusable, or it could be a propulsion module, which
is different from an upper stage or an orbital transfer vehicle in that the GNC function is performed by
the satellite. Propellant tanks and engines are the principal components of a propulsion module.
Major System Assumptions
Assumes a 3 vehicle fleet and flight rate from SRD. Steady flight rate is for peacetime. Surge flightrate
is for war conditions. More details in military spaceplane ICT. Initial target location (approximately)
from other sources. All-weather day/night sensors for detection and attack may be needed. Self-
ferrying or direct return to the launch site(s) needed. * Revision: Based on Operational Spaceplane
concept, not initial demo concept.
Comments
Minor modifications and f'dled in blank responses based on operational military space plane
charactersitics as outlined in draft Military Spaceplane SRD. (1997) Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR 97.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO 5 Klb to 10 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Hours
Primary payloadlcargo Weapon or sensors
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability Days
Launch reliability required 100X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge About 100 total (range 61 to 150)
Estimated average flight rate About 100 per year (61 to 150)
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Application # 4
Military Spaceplane
Confidence in flight rates Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Launch price elasticity Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Schedule importance High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Transportable, austere launch facilities (e.g., Space Plane)
Greater than 400 nmi including once-around capability
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Greater than today
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Hours
Typical of today's launch vehicles
4X baseline flight rate
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Typical of LV class for this category
Days
Special operations-less extensive than today
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Quick reaction, 24 hours or less call-up
Yes - uncooperative (passive) target
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
Yes Overflight overpopulated areas an issue Yes
Yes On-orbit payload change out required No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
Yes Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
Yes Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
Yes Payload fuel handling and sating after landing Yes
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Application # 5
Space Control
Category
Source
Date
Military
New World Vistas, Space Applications
Volume
4/18/97 1:58:31 PM
Reviewers Gross, Allen/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
The totality of US spacecraft in orbit 20-30 years from now, military and commercial, together with
their ground-based control nodes and launch sites will form a high value element of the national
military capability. During the time period of interest, there will also be constellations of spacecraft
operated by other nations and international consortia. Adding to the complexity of the situation
expected to exist 20-30 years from now, is the likely presence of several, if not many, larger, manned
space stations and space power stations. It may be in the national interest of the US to develop and
deploy capabilities to disrupt, degrade or even destroy the space assets of adversaries with great
precision and discrimination while also having the capability to protect U. S. national security and
commercial assets by passive and active means.
Major System Assumptions
Stealth, plausible deniability, hostile and commercial, temporary disruption, ground based and space
based. KEW and Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) may be used. Self defense may also be an issue.
Deployment will take about 10 years. Multiple attacks may be made as a single flight. DEW may be
preferred to reduce debris. For revision: Deployable weapons considered for space control, not
including spaceplane like system.
Comments
Previous input was based on military spaceplane like system Based on review of NW'V, this is viewed
as a space platform with stealth, dormant and clandestine characteristics. Input revised per new
concept. Revised by E. Ruth 18 AIR 97. Assumption is that this is one system that is deployed over a
period of years by a steady launch rate.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit Multiple orbit cases
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payloadto LEO 5 Klb to 10 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_argo Weapon or sensors
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
. Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing.alert capabUi_ N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Confidence in flight rates Low confidence (just a guess)
Launch price elasticity Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
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Space Control
Schedule importance Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Transportable, austere launch facilities (e.g., Space Plane)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_t care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
4X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - uncooperative (passive) target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
Yes Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 6
Space Mine
Category
Source
Date
Military
New World Vistas, Space Applications
Volume
4/18/97 1:59:10 PM
Reviewers Gross, Allen/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
The interest in mines is that they are a form of attack that could operate with cueing sensors
comparable to those for direct ascent kinetic energy interceptors. Moreover, they are the type of small,
simple payload that a country might just be able to put into space when they first gain an independent
space launch capability. If they wished to quickly gain a role as a significant player in space, mines
would be a logical vehicle for staking that claim. Force application against other spacecraft can take
other forms than beam power projection or physical attack. A number of techniques applicable from
rendezvous space weapons have been known for many years though not yet implemented. Following
rendezvous and station keeping with the spacecraft in question, paint can be sprayed onto optics,
solar arrays, or radiators to disable the spacecraft covertly, assuming that our approach has not been
detected. Likewise the spacecraft can be nudged or tipped gently in order to exhaust control fuel.
Electronic interference is extremely easy from a few feet away, and takes negligible power. Homing
interceptors may not be needed, nor special warheads, if a capability is developed for a space weapon
spacecraft capable of on-orbit control, with some form of proximity sensor and the specialized devices
to cause the disruptive effects to other spacecraft.
Major System Assumptions
Miniature sensor system, launch capability, built-in-smarts for autonomous operations, minimum
ground command and control, etc., more information from _ Min (study lead, 1996). Numerous
concepts are possible. Debris is an issue, expecially for LEO and GEO orbits. Stealth may be
important if enemy satellites can maneuver while on routes. Space mine could be planted on orbit in
anticipation of possible need. Nuclear weapons in space is assumed as not a possible option.
Comments
Multi Orbit cases include all potential target satellites, including LEO, LEO-Polar, Geo, and Heo.
Launch rate would roughly be divided in: 1 LEO, 4 Polar, 3 GEO, and 2 I-lEO Modifications based on
Space Mine concept for temporary disruption to permanent destruction in a clandestine way. Revised
by E. Ruth 18 AIR 97. This system differs form Space Control in that it would only be deployed
during a crisis.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit Multiple orbit cases
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) Days
Primary payloadlcargo Weapon or sensors
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability Days
Launch reliability required Present reliability
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Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Application # 6
Space Mine
I
Est. flights for one-time surge About 30 total (range 10 to 60)
Estimated average flight rate Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (.just a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
LaunchfacUities range requirements Transportable, austere launch facilities (e.g., Space Plane)
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingtbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Cali-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Days
Greater accuracy required
4X baseline flight rate
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Special operations--less extensive than today
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Quick reaction, 24 hours or less call-up
Yes - uncooperative (passive) target
N/A
NIA
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to.lounch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
Yes Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 7
Space Surveillance
Category
Source
Date
Military
New World Vistas, Space Applications
Volume
4/18/97 1:59:46 PM
Reviewers Lopez, Jesse/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
It appears that in the mid term, two space technologies will be both needed and ready: optical and
LWIR focal planes for sensors in space. The former is for very distant, sun-lit objects at GEO, the
latter is for the bulk of nearby but cooler objects and for the discrimination of transient satellites.
Satellites, computers, and focal planes have now progressed to the point where it should be possible to
keep track of much of the catalogue from space without the need for ground-based telescopes. From
space, satellites can measure objects that are several visible magnitudes smaller than they can from
the ground, which also makes it possible to extend the survey to fainter objects and search for stealthy
intruders. There is no corresponding advantage in space-basing for radars. In the long term, the space
surveillance system will have to search for objects that are more numerous, maneuvering, stealthy,
and potentially hostile. For satellite-based sensors, the greater number of objects is a direct but
probably manageable problem. Maneuver cuts two ways: if it is seen, it is a cue, if it is not, it is the
occasion for a rapid, wide-area search. Stealth impacts the search rate per satellite, and hence the
number of satellites that will be needed. Hostility impacts hardening, maneuver, decoys, and other
survivability measures and would appear to force the satellites for space surveillance towards those
for missile warning. To the extent that this happens, the two constellations could merge into a single
constellation of sensors with a large number of small satellites that could look in all directions and
maneuver enough to survive to do so and perform essential assessments.
Major System Assumptions
No identification, cataloging, and characterization, no survivability features (midterm), no C4I.
Revision assumed follow on SMTS-Iike system with IR, visible and RF sensors on a space based
platform.
Comments
Revised by E. Ruth 18 AIR 97.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (40 to 60 deg)
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capabili_ N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
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Space Surveillance
I
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
High confidence (+- 20%)
N/A
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
NIA
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Retarn-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling fh'ght abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 8
Space Traffic Control
Category Military
Source New World Vistas, Space Applications
Volume
Date 4/18/97 2:09:15 PM
Reviewers Lopez, Jesse/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
Current traffic to space amounts to somewhat less than one million pounds annually, represented by
some 50 spacecraft launches worldwide. The future will be very different, due to the onset of small,
proliferated, mainly low altitude satellites. Foremost among these will be commercial
communications systems such as Iridium (66 spacecraft) and Teledesic (850 spacecraft), but will also
increasingly include military systems such as Brilliant Eyes (~ 30 spacecraft). These will be replaced
periodically with more advanced systems, and the old commercial constellations likely be sold to
second tier users. Thus, in contrast to today, in 20-30 years there will likely be hundreds to thousands
of small- to-medium-sized satellites in orbit. In addition, very large and probably manned systems will
exist, such as an International Space Station and one or more Industrial Space Parks. As space
operations mature and servicing/upgrading of reusable space systems becomes routine, there will be a
need to control approach and departure corridors, at least around the large space facilities and in the
more heavily populated orbits, in a way akin to air traffic control today. In essence, a space traffic
control system will be needed, controlling traffic in and around high value spacecraft such as the
Space Station, and in populated LEO and GEO orbits. A number of security issues will have to be
faced if an effective space traffic control is to be adopted.
Major System Assumptions
International space policy issue. It is assumed that an active space surveillance system is needed and
may be an outgrowth of the current Spacetrack system and possibly the use of multi-functional space-
based surveillance systems. Space traffic control is an international policy issue and will require
cooperation of all nations, military, and commercial users. Impact on spacelift requirements should be
minimal. Requirements on space based surveillance systems may force design alterations or secondary
payloads to be incorporated. Major impact will be on ground based satellite operations. It is not
anticipated at this time that a dedicated space clean-up or debris retrieval space vehicle system is
required. On those assumptions, there is no direct impact here.
Comments
Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR 97.
Sector Civil (Foreign orjoint programs)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 Ib
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
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Space Traffic Control
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
NIA
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
NIA
NIA
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to.launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payioad fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On.orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or eontainerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 9
Missile Warning
Category
Source
Date
Military
New World Vistas, Space Applications
Volume
4/25/97 7:26:40 AM
Reviewers Ho, Ching/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
The midterm developments are likely to be: more bands, multiple satellites at lower altitudes, large
staring arrays, and active ranging sensors. Using multiple satellites at lower altitudes permits them to
use the largest effective arrays with detector size to be designed for the targets of interest. Active
rangers restore range and hence accurate trajectories without stereo viewing. Space-based radar for all-
weather search, detection, and track would then be a natural adjunct to both the other space sensors
and the limited AWACs assets. With that suite of sensors it should be possible to perform much of the
threat assessment, put trajectories into GPS coordinates, and possibly to direct some intercepts from
space. Note that ballistic and cruise missile threats to both Allies and CONUS should emerge in force
in about this time frame, so that these should be just the proper suite of sensors and weapons to
address them. The long term can be defined simply as a period beyond 30 years, as a time when
technology will permit anything we can envision doing today, or as a time when we will have serious
and competent adversaries for the control of space. Each definition leads to the conclusion that space
is likely to become a place of greater and more lethal competition. In such a competition, non-
stationary placement is likely to be an advantage; smaller and more numerous warning satellites axe
likely to have a distinct advantage. Hardening and decoys will be essential, self-defense capability
may also be needed.
Major System Assumptions
No missile identification and characterization, no survivability issues (mid-term) No C4I. Revision
based on SBIR follow-on type system, with a large GEO satellite system, similar to Space Based
Radar type system.
Comments
Space Based Radar type application with nuclear power source to meet high power demand. Revised
by E. Ruth 18 APR 97.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate One or less per year
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Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Illll
High confidence (+- 20%)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingibay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
Yes Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Paylond fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Bi-Static Radar
Category Military
Source New World Vistas, p. 26, Attack volume
Date 4/18/97 2:19:19 PM
Reviewers Duclos, Don/Ruth, Edward
Description
A bistatic radar system would have an illuminator in sanctuary, either in orbit or on a long range
aircraft. Receivers would be in multiple platforms over enemy territory, thus enabling passive sensing
by these platforms for many functions, including reconnaissance, surveillance, targeting, and
weapons launch. In cases where the strategy of potential enemies depends on exploiting radar
transmissions, such an aircraft would provide revolutionary capabilities.
Major System Assumptions
POC: W. Shepherd/C. Reid, Aerospace
Comments
Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR 97.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadh:argo Weapon or sensors
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge About 10 total (range 7 to 15)
About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities _range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., El'R, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload Not a driver-don_ care
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Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling tiight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On.orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload No
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Orbit Debris Removal
Category
Source
Date
Reviewers
Military
New World Vistas, DEW, p. xii, p. 20
4/18/97 2:30:53 PM
Marshall, Matthew/Ruth, Edward
Description
Use high power laser to burn up orbiting debris that may cause catastrophic damage to friendly
satellites. With debris in the size range from one to ten centimeters - larger than 1 cm is very difficult
to shield against, and debris smaller than 10 cm is too numerous and too difficult to track with radar
to employ an avoidance strategy. The idea of a laser sweep is based on the impulse that a pulsed laser
can deliver to a target. If clearing space debris becomes a necessity, high powered pulse ground based
lasers may be required. These can only be effective with an accurate pointing system which may
require use of LIDAR technology. Though debris at GEO altitudes is less of a problem, it may grow
to significance, particularly if very large communications spacecraft are fielded there. Ground-based
lasers axe not a way to clearing such debris, though a space-based laser may be. However, for both
low and high altitudes, passive sweeping using maneuverable spacecraft dragging large balls of
Styrofoam or aerogel on a tether may also prove effective. Ultimately, these may have to be
augmented by active spacecraft to capture and change the orbits of larger debris and the increasing
number of dead satellites.
Major System Assumptions
A multi-pronged strategy for eliminating existing orbital debris would consist of the following areas:
(1) Ground based lasers to clear LEO debris in the size range of 1 - 10 cm. (2)"Sweepers" to clear
debris in orbits frequented by high value spacecraft. Passive sweepers would either consist of foam
filled spheres to capture particles, or plates to modify the deita-V of orbital debris, thereby
accelerating the rate of decay. (3) Active spacecraft to clear-out large orbital debris such as spent
rocket stages or failed spacecraft. This review addresses only the removal of large orbiting debris
using active spacecraft. The focus is on larger objects because a significant amount of debris
originates in the breakup of larger particles. Assumptions: Each Debris Removal spacecraft will be
placed into a particular inclination and orbit of interest (orbits with multiple debris sources will be
preferred). The debris removal spacecraft will rendezvous with debris and will impart sufficient delta-
V to deorbit the debris (or place into a safe orbit) either utilizing its on-board propulsion or by
emplacing a de-orbit package on the large debris. Due to the delta-V penalty, plane changes will be
minimized. However, the Debris removal spacecraft will be designed to be refurbished or refueled, so
plane changes to and from some sort of servicing center may be necessary. Question 9: A factor of 10
reduction in launch costs was assumed as an enabler for orbital debris removal spacecraft. Although
the removal of orbital debris is important, it is considered a lower priority mission. With a reduction
in launch costs, the likelihood of getting an orbital debris removal program funded will be
substantially improved.
Comments
Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR 97.
Sector Civil (Foreign orjoim programs) Primary payload]cargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
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Orbit Debris Removal
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO I 0 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
II
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
High confidence (+- 20%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
None: No launch schedule criticality, launch as available
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingVaay-size requirements
On.orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - uncooperative (passive) target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board No
Return-to-launch site requirements No
On.orbit refueling required No
On-orbit cargo transfer required No
Final-orbit injection required No
Overflight over populated areas an issue No
On-orbit payload change out required No
On.orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
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Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload No
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
Yes Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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I I III
Category
Source
Date
Civil
New World Vistas, Space Applications
Volume
4/21/97 6:43:47 AM
Reviewers Ruth, Edward
Description
Another potential mission for space surveillance is planet defense, that is cataloging those comets and
asteroids that have earth crossing orbits and at some time in the future pose a threat of striking the
earth. This poses a stringent requirement in terms of sensing in that some of these objects are distant
from the earth during a large part of their orbit. Also because the nature of these bodies is not well
understood it is desirable to perform a fly by or impact to determine the composition and to better
evaluate the options for deflecting or destroying the object to avoid collision with the earth.
Major System Assumptions
The threat can be broken into two parts: Near Earth Objects (NEOs) and Long Period Comets (LPCs).
The main distinction between NEOs and LPCs is that the orbits of the NEOs are close enough to the
Earth that they can be detected and tracked over extended periods with existing technology. The LPCs
are visitors from the extreme outer solar system who may be on their fL,'st visit or their first visit in
millennia. Our response to the threat can also be broken into two parts: detection and mitigation (either
passive mitigation by evacuation of the impact area or active mitigation by the deflection or
destruction of the threatening object).
A sky survey of NEOs and an early warning system for LPCs can mostly be accomplished with ground
based telescopes. However, objects whose orbits keep them close to the Sun when viewed from the
Earth can best be detected from space based instruments placed closer to the Sun. This latter task will
require placing modest sized automated spacecraft into orbits much less than 1 AU at perihelion. No
special launch requirements are perceived for these spacecraft and existinglaunch systems will suffice.
I am assuming that in the 2000 to 2025 time frame we will mainly be collecting information on the
potential threat. This collection will include robot flybys and landings on near Earth asteroids and
short period comets. A system of space based telescopes may be deployed in a solar orbit much less
than one AU to provide coverage of objects that are difficult to observe
from the Earth because of their position relative to the Sun. All of these tasks can be accomplished
with existing launch systems.
These survey answers are based on the assumption that the planetary defense requirements for the next
20 -30 years are mainly to gather a greater understanding of the nature of the threat. It would be
premature to begin a design of a space based defense system without first obtaining more information
on the nature of these bodies. It has been shown that an
active defense, without complete information, can actually increase the threat to Earth. Therefore,
planetary defense has only modest launch requirements in the near term. These requirements (provided
we are not threatened in that time) can be met with existing launch systems. Design of active
mitigation systems requires in situ measurements of the
composition of these bodies (in particular determination if they are solid bodies or merely aggregates
of loose material). My belief is that this will eventually require human visitation. However, in the time
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period being considered for this survey, robotic explorers will be leading the way. Again existing
launch systems will be sufficient.
If a threatening body is detected during the time frame of this survey, a contingency response and
active defense may be required. Warning times could range from a few months to a few decades (with
the latter being the most probable). Existing launch systems could well prove to be inadequate to this
task, especially if the threatening body is a very large LPC with
a very short advanced warning. If the political will is such that we are to prepare for this eventuality
then very high energy space transportation systems will be required: fax beyond any existing today or
planned for the near future.
The near term strategy used as a model for this survey has three parts:
Sky Survey -- catalog of all Near Earth Objects. Mostly accomplished with Earth-based instruments.
Modest requirements for some space-based instruments. Possibly radars and optical telescopes.
Sky Guard - Constant surveillance for new threats from deep space. Requires space based telescopes
deployed in a solar orbit much less than one AU to provide coverage of objects that are difficult to
observe from the Earth because of their position relative to the Sun.
System Development -- Testing of possible mitigation techniques. Proceeds in parallel with basic
science missions to asteroids and comets in gathering increased understanding of these bodies.
This section covers the sky survey.
Comments
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit LEO
lncliRation Inclined (20 to 40 (:leg)
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadk:argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price N/A--depends on national need
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge About 3 total (range 2 to 6)
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
N/A
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (serf insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement N/A
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Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap. reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Category
Source
Da_
Remewers
Civil
New World Vistas, Space Applications
Volume
4/21/97 6:44:42 AM
Ruth, Edward
Description
Another potential mission for space surveillance is planet defense, that is cataloging those comets and
asteroids that have earth crossing orbits and at some time in the future pose a threat of striking the
earth. This requirement poses a stringent requirement in terms of sensing in that some of these objects
are far distant from the earth during a large part of their orbit, Also because the nature of these bodies
is not well understood it is desirable to perform a fly by or impact to determine the composition and
to better evaluate the options for deflecting or destroying the object to avoid collision with the earth.
Major System Assumptions
The threat can be broken into two parts: Near Earth Objects (NEOs) and Long Period Comets (LPCs).
The main distinction between NEOs and LPCs is that the orbits of the NEOs are close enough to the
Earth that they can be detected and tracked over extended periods with existing technology. The LPCs
are visitors from the extreme outer solar system who may be on their in'st visit or their first visit in
millennia. Our response to the threat can also be broken into two parts: detection and mitigation (either
passive mitigation by evacuation of the impact area or active mitigation by the deflection or
destruction of the threatening object).
A sky survey of NEOs and an early warning system for LPCs can mostly be accomplished with ground
based telescopes. However, objects whose orbits keep them close to the Sun when viewed from the
Earth can best be detected from space based instruments placed closer to the Sun. This latter task will
require placing modest sized automated spacecraft into orbits much less than 1 AU at perihelion. No
special launch requirements are perceived for these spacecraft and existing launch systems will suffice.
I am assuming that in the 2000 to 2025 time frame we will mainly be collecting information on the
potential threat. This collection will include robot flybys and landings on near Earth asteroids and
short period comets. A system of space based telescopes may be deployed in a solar orbit much less
than one AU to provide coverage of objects that are difficult to observe
from the Earth because of their position relative to the Sun. All of these tasks can be accomplished
with existing launch systems.
These survey answers are based on the assumption that the planetary defense requirements for the next
20 -30 years are mainly to gather a greater understanding of the nature of the threat. It would be
premature to begin a design of a space based defense system without first obtaining more information
on the nature of these bodies. It has been shown that an
active defense, without complete information, can actually increase the threat to Earth. Therefore,
planetary defense has only modest launch requirements in the near term. These requirements (provided
we are not threatened in that time) can be met with existing launch systems. Design of active
mitigation systems requires in situ measurements of the
composition of these bodies (in particular determination ff they are solid bodies or merely aggregates
of loose material). My belief is that this will eventually require human visitation. However, in the time
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period being considered for this survey, robotic explorers will be leading the way. Again existing
launch systems will be sufficient.
If a threatening body is detected during the time frame of this survey, a contingency response and
active defense may be required. Warning times could range from a few months to a few decades (with
the latter being the most probable). Existing launch systems could well prove to be inadequate to this
task, especially if the threatening body is a very large LPC with
a very short advanced warning. If the political will is such that we are to prepare for this eventuality
then very high energy space transportation systems will be required: far beyond any existing today or
planned for the near future.
The near term strategy used as a model for this survey has three parts:
Sky Survey -- catalog of all Near Earth Objects. Mostly accomplished with Earth-based instruments.
Modest requirements for some space-based instruments. Possibly radars and optical telescopes.
Sky Guard - Constant surveillance for new threats from deep space. Requires space based telescopes
deployed in a solar orbit much less than one AU to provide coverage of objects that are difficult to
observe from the Earth because of their position relative to the Sun.
System Development -- Testing of possible mitigation techniques. Proceeds in parallel with basic
science missions to asteroids and comets in gathering increased understanding of these bodies.
This section covers the sky guard.
Comments
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orb/t IP (interplanetary)
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloaaqcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price N/A--depends on national need
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required
Est. flights for one-time surge
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence inflight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Present reliability
About 3 total (range 2 to 6)
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
NIA
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement N/A
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Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
NIA
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On.orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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I
Category
Source
Date
Civil
New World Vistas, Space Applications
Volume
4/21/97 6:46:04 AM
Reviewers Ruth, Edward
Description
Another potential mission for space surveillance is planet defense, that is cataloging those comets and
asteroids that have earth crossing orbits and at some time in the future pose a threat of striking the
earth. This requirement poses a stringent requirement in terms of sensing in that some of these objects
are far distant from the earth during a large part of their orbit. Also because the nature of these bodies
is not well understood it is desirable to perform a fly by or impact to determine the composition and
to better evaluate the options for deflecting or destroying the object to avoid collision with the earth.
Major System Assumptions
The threat can be broken into two parts: Near Earth Objects (NEOs) and Long Period Comets (LPCs).
The main distinction between NEOs and LPCs is that the orbits of the NEOs are close enough to the
Earth that they can be detected and tracked over extended periods with existing technology. The LPCs
are visitors from the extreme outer solar system who may be on their f'trst visit or their fa'st visit in
millennia. Our response to the threat can also be broken into two parts: detection and mitigation (either
passive mitigation by evacuation of the impact area or active mitigation by the deflection or
destruction of the threatening object).
A sky survey of NEOs and an early warning system for LPCs can mostly be accomplished with ground
based telescopes. However, objects whose orbits keep them close to the Sun when viewed from the
Earth can best be detected from space based instruments placed closer to the Sun. This latter task will
require placing modest sized automated spacecraft into orbits much less than 1 AU at perihelion. No
special launch requirements are perceived for these spacecraft and existing launch systems will suffice.
I am assuming that in the 2000 to 2025 time frame we will mainly be collecting information on the
potential threat. This collection will include robot flybys and landings on near Earth asteroids and
short period comets. A system of space based telescopes may be deployed in a solar orbit much less
than one AU to provide coverage of objects that are difficult to observe
from the Earth because of their position relative to the Sun. All of these tasks can be accomplished
with existing launch systems.
These survey answers are based on the assumption that the planetary defense requirements for the next
20 -30 years are mainly to gather a greater understanding of the nature of the threat. It would be
premature to begin a design of a space based defense system without first obtaining more information
on the nature of these bodies. It has been shown that an
active defense, without complete information, can actually increase the threat to Earth. Therefore,
planetary defense has only modest launch requirements in the near term. These requirements (provided
we are not threatened in that time) can be met with existing launch systems. Design of active
mitigation systems requires in situ measurements of the
composition of these bodies (in particular determination if they are solid bodies or merely aggregates
of loose material). My belief is that this will eventually require human visitation. However, in the time
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period being considered for this survey, robotic explorers will be leading the way. Again existing
launch systems will be sufficient.
If a threatening body is detected during the time frame of this survey, a contingency response and
active defense may be required. Warning times could range from a few months to a few decades (with
the latter being the most probable). Existing launch systems could well prove to be inadequate to this
task, especially if the threatening body is a very large LPC with
a very short advanced warning. If the political will is such that we are to prepare for this eventuality
then very high energy space transportation systems will be required: far beyond any existing today or
planned for the near future.
The near term strategy used as a model for this survey has three parts:
Sky Survey -- catalog of all Near Earth Objects. Mostly accomplished with Earth-based instruments.
Modest requirements for some space-based instruments. Possibly radars and optical telescopes.
Sky Guard - Constant surveillance for new threats from deep space. Requires space based telescopes
deployed in a solar orbit much less than one AU to provide coverage of objects that are difficult to
observe from the Earth because of their position relative to the Sun.
System Development -- Testing of possible mitigation techniques. Proceeds in parallel with basic
science missions to asteroids and comets in gathering increased understanding of these bodies.
This section covers mitigation system development.
Comments
Comments on Questions: 11, 35, 36, 42, & 43) Nuclear explosives may be required for mitigation
system testing. Launch of nuclear explosives may stress launch system reliabilty and abort capabilities
because of safety concerns.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit IP (interplanetary)
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price N/A--depends on national need
Return payload mass N/A
Standing.alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required 100X better than present
EsL flights for one-time surge About 10 total (range 7 to 15)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
NIA
High: National security or severe lannch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
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Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
I
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
More stringent requirements
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingibay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Hours
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - uncooperative (passive) target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mu_'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
Yes Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight overpopulated areas an issue Yes
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 13
Global Area Strike System (GASS)
Category Military
Source (Spacecast 2020, Exec. Summary).
Date 4/25/97 7:25:33 AM
Reviewers Gross, Allen/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
The Global Area Strike System (GLASS) consists of a high energy laser (HEL) system, a kinetic
energy weapon (KEW) system, and a transatmospheric vehicle (TAV). The HEL system consists of
ground-based lasers and space-based mirrors which direct energy to the intended target. The KEW
system consists of terminally guided projectiles with and without explosive enhancers. The TAV is a
flexible platform capable of supporting maintenance and replenishment of the HEL and KEW space
assets, and could also be used for rapid deployment of special operations forces.
Major System Assumptions
The mission overlaps with the space mine (ID#6). Launch and in-flight safety are major issues with
weapons on board. Multiple payload bay configurations depending on weapon system carried. GASS
encompases several different weapon alternatives. For this application, a generic weapon platform is
assumed for ground and missile strike (ascent, mideourse and f'mal re-entry), rather than space
objects. (D. Kim)
Comments
Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR 97. To be moved to Spaceplane Mission #4.1.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO 5 Klb to 10 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Hours
Primary payload_argo Weapon or sensors
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 Ib
Standing-alert capability Minutes
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 3X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge About 30 total (range 10 to 60)
Estimated average flight rate Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Transportable, austere launch facilities (e.g., Space Plane)
Return cross-range requirement Greater than 400 nmi including once-around capability
Safe abort requirement Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
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Global Area Strike System (GASS)
I
Government indemnification Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
requirements for launch services
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Hours
Greater accuracy required
4X baseline flight rate
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Typical of LV class for this category
Days
Special operations--less extensive than today
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Quick reaction, 24 hours or less call-up
No
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board No
Return-to-launch site requirements Yes
On-orbit refueling required No
On-orbit cargo transfer required No
Launch during conflict conditions Yes
Payload fuel handling flight abort No
Alternate landing site(s) required Yes
MuM-azimuth launch Yes
Crew Requirement Yes
Final-orbit injection required Yes
Overflight over populated areas an issue Yes
On-orbit payload change out required No
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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I Application # 14Force (PGM) Delivery from Space
Category Military
Source New World Vistas,
Date 4/25/97 7:25:07 AM
Reviewers Lopez, Jesse/Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
New technologies will allow delivery of very large amounts of precisely aimed and focused
electromagnetic energy at microwave and millimeter wavelengths from electromagnetic weapons, as
well as optical energy from lasers with much lower cost and greater number of shots than past
designs. In addition, they will actually allow small but very effective amounts of mass to be delivered
against surface and airborne targets precisely enough as to have locally devastating effects.
Major System Assumptions
It is assumed major technology breakthroughs are achieved such that these space-based DEW systems
compare favorably to other force delivery systems or to countermeasures which can be employed by
the targets these DEW systems are to negate. It is also assumed that weapons in space do not violate
worldwide treaties. If these assumptions are correct, then an HPM space based system may be
operational around 2020 and a solid state space-based HEL around 2030. PGM: Precision Guided
Missile.
Comments
Redundant with other Applications. E. Ruth 18 APR 97.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Weeks
Primary payload_argo Weapon or sensors
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass NIA
Standing-alert capability Days
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elastici_
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge About 10 total (range 7 to 15)
About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement N/A
Safe abort requirement N/A
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Application # 14
Force (PGM) Delivery from Space
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Special/outsized relative to lift mass in this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mu_'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue Yes
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload No
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
Yes Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 15 I
IInterceptors
Category Military
Source New World Vistas, DEW
Date 4/25/97 7:27:24 AM
Reviewers Lopez, Jesse/Ruth, Edward
Description
Developments pioneered by the SDIO/BMDO in space based precision guided, small, lightweight hit-
to-kill interceptors with large divert radius can be adapted for interdiction of surface or airborne
targets. With application of a small deboost rocket, and inclusion of large 1/d rods made of depleted
uranium, these munitions are able to deorbit autonomously or on command, and guided via GPS to a
precision strike at hypersonic velocities essentially anywhere on earth. The extended rods of these
munitions would be able to penetrate hundreds of feet into the earth to destroy hardened bunkers or
other buried facilities. Used in the divert/homing mode, and fitted with multiple pellets, these
weapons would be deadly against high value airborne targets as well, such as AWACS-type aircraft.
These weapons could be used sparingly, but with devastating accuracy and effect, and little collateral
damage or exposure of friendly forces. This ability to call down and accurately deliver mass from
orbit on surface or airborne targets with complete surprise amounts to munitions with ultimate
stealth, for which there is little effective passive defense. Cost effectiveness compared to delivery of
similar capability via artillery from the air may show favorable ratios when the entire cost of placing
and supporting more conventional capabilities is taken into account.
Major System Assumptions
It is assumed weapons in space do not violate worldwide treaties. Treaty restrictions on orbital
inclination are assumed to be N/A. It is also assumed tl3at cost-effectiveness trades are favorable to
this space-based approach versus other means of global strike capabilities. It is further assumed that a
LEO constellation of platforms will provide housekeeping for these munitions, that both space and
terrestrial targets are of interest, and that weapon call-up and use can be achieved in <30 minutes.
Comments
Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR 97. Assumed that these payloads can go on either ELV or spaccplane.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Polar or near polar
Payload to LEO 5 KIb to 10 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload]cargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability NIA
Launch reliability required 3X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge About 30 total (range 10 to 60)
Estimated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Confidence in flight rates Medium confidence (+- 50%)
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Interceptors
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
I Illl I
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
l_'me required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay.size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to finai orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Special operations--less extensive than today
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 16
Delivery of Electromagnetic Radiation from Space - deployment mission
Category Military
Source New World Vistas, DEW Volume
Date 4/24/97 4:26:53 PM
Reviewers Marshall, Matthew/Kim, David
Description
This technology would enable very large diameter thin film antennas, or the formation of very large
coherent essentially-filled arrays controlled by cheap, small super-processors. When combined with
large sources of RF power, on or off-board, such spacecraft could project very narrow beams of
extremely high power density long distances to space, airborne, or surface targets. Their availability
and use would greatly overpower electronic equipment so as to either incapacitate them for extended
periods or destroy their front ends. In addition, they could jam or spoof them, introduce network
saturation, disruption, viruses, dis-information, or all of these effects. Consider an antenna of 100
meters (330 ft) diameter. It would have a gain of almost 80 dB at X band, and if a power source of 100
kilowatts were used, the effective radiated power (ERP) of the system would be about 130 dB. This is
10 million megawatts ! If the system were deployed in GEO, its footprint on a battlefield would be 6
miles diameter. The power density over this area would be 10 w/sq. m, and the field strength about 1
volt/meter. These power densities and field strengths are about 13 orders or magnitude above the
sensitivity of typical communications receivers, and about 6 orders of magnitude greater than that of
typical radar receivers and optical or IR sensors. They are far above the damage threshold for these
receivers. 1,000 meter antennas are entirely possible, which would have a footprint of about 1 mile
from GEO. These systems could have a multiplicity of beams, all electronically steerable and
independent. Their use in the field would constitute a "jam-on-demand" capability, if not a "burnout
enemy sensors on demand" capability which could be used with surgical precision, in real time, and all
the time. The small footprint and sidelobe control would allow them to be used with surgical precision,
and with little collateral effect on friendly sensors or forces. Due to threat potential and proliferated
constellation, such a system may favor GEO constellation. It goes without saying that such powerful
weapons platforms would be able to destroy any incoming interceptor, and thus would be extremely
difficult to disable.
Major System Assumptions
Assumption is for a GEO based constellation of approximately 5-6 total platforms to provide
reasonable global coverage, with spares. The platforms each consist of a 100 m diameter antenna
with a 100 kW transmitter for RF based weapons applications. Note: Although a steady state flight
rate is assumed, this is only to build up the assumed constellation. Therefore, after the constellation is
completed the flight rate will go to zero. 10-15 year on-orbit lifetime. The platforms should be
designed to be servicable on orbit. All of the data in this application is for the initial deployment of the
system.
Comments
GEO platform assumed.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Primary payload]cargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
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Delivery of Electromagnetic Radiation from Space - deployment mission
Bill
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge About 3 total (range 2 to 6)
Estimated average flight rate Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
N/A
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairlngFaay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
SpeciaYoutsized relative to lift mass in this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board No
Return-to-launch site requirements No
On-orbit refueling required No
On-orbit cargo transfer required No
Launch during conflict conditions No
Final-orbit injection required Yes
Overflight over populated areas an issue No
On-orbit payload change out required No
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
On.orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
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Application # 16
Delivery of Electromagnetic Radiation from Space - deployment mission
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Encapsulated or containerized payload No
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Delivery of Electromagnetic Radiation from Space - servicing flight
Category Military
Source New World Vistas, DEW Volume
Date 4/24/97 4:27:35 PM
Reviewers Marshall, Matthew/Kim, David
Description
This technology would enable very large diameter thin film antennas, or the formation of very large
coherent essentially-filled arrays controlled by cheap, small super-processors. When combined with
large sources of RF power, on or off-board, such spacecraft could project very narrow beams of
extremely high power density long distances to space, airborne, or surface targets. Their availability
and use would greatly overpower electronic equipment so as to either incapacitate them for extended
periods or destroy their front ends. In addition, they could jam or spoof them, introduce network
saturation, disruption, viruses, dis-information, or all of these effects. Consider an antenna of 100
meters (330 fi) diameter. It would have a gain of almost 80 dB at X band, and if a power source of 100
kilowatts were used, the effective radiated power (ERP) of the system would be about 130 dB. This is
10 million megawatts! If the system were deployed in GEO, its foot-print on a battlefield would be 6
miles diameter. The power density over this area would be 10 w/sq. m, and the field strength about 1
volt/meter. These power densities and field strengths are about 13 orders or magnitude above the
sensitivity of typical communications receivers, and about 6 orders of magnitude greater than that of
typical radar receivers and optical or IR sensors. They are far above the damage threshold for these
receivers. 1,000 meter antennas are entirely possible, which would have a footprint of about 1 mile
from GEO. These systems could have a multiplicity of beams, all electronically steerable and
independent. Their use in the field would constitute a "jam-on-demand" capability, if not a "burnout
enemy sensors on demand" capability which could be used with surgical precision, in real time, and all
the time. The small footprint and sidelobe control would allow them to be used with surgical precision,
and with little collateral effect on friendly sensors or forces. Due to threat potential and proliferated
constellation, such a system may favor GEO constellation. It goes without saying that such powerful
weapons platforms would be able to destroy any incoming interceptor, and thus would be extremely
difficult to disable.
Major System Assumptions
Assumption is for a GEO based constellation of approximately 5-6 total platforms to provide
reasonable global coverage, with spares. The platforms each consist of a 100 m diameter antenna
with a I00 kW transmitter for RF based weapons applications. Note: Although a steady state flight
rate is assumed, this is only to build up the assumed constellation. Therefore, after the constellation is
completed the flight rate will go to zero. 10-15 year on-orbit lifetime. The platforms should be
designed to be servicable on orbit. This application applies to the servicing flights that support the
existing platforms. It is assumed that the sevicing flights are one-way refueling missions.
Comments
For periodic re-fueling/servicing mission, assuming needed technology is already available.
Sector Military (US only)
Orb/t GEO/GSO/HEO
Primary payloadLcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
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Application # 16.1
Delivery of Electromagnetic Radiation from Space - servicing flight
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 40 Klb to 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate One or less per year
Low confidence (just a guess)
N/A
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Retarn-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
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Delivery of Electromagnetic Radiation from Space - servicing flight
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 18
Solar-Powered High Energy Laser System. - deployment mission
I
Category
Source
Date
Military
New World Vistas, Spacecast 2020, Exec.
Summary
4/24/97 4:28:07 PM
Reviewers Kellogg, Robert/Kim, David
Description
The solar-powered high energy laser system is a space-based, multimegawatt, high-energy solar-
powered laser constellation that can operate in several modes. In its weapons mode with the laser at
high power, it can attack ground, air, and space targets. In its surveillance mode, it can operate using
the laser at low power levels for active illumination imaging, or with the laser inoperative for passive
imaging. ****New Description (see comments)***** The Solar Energy Optical Weapon (SEOW)
consists of a constellation of space-based mirrors which allow solar radiation to be focused on specific
ground, air, or space targets. The lethality of this system is limited, due to optical diffusion, however,
it may prove useful for disruption or perhaps weather control. From: Air Force 2025, Appendix B,
Section 6.6
Major System Assumptions
Satellite consists primarily of very large (10-100m) mirror that can be steered to focus sunlight on a
target. Assume inflatable technology permits launch on current MLV-Class Launch vehicles. Assume
constellation of 20 satellites to provide fairly good coverage from inclined LEO orbits. ** This is for
initial deployment of complete constellation. This concept has a very low probability of ever being
implemented. This concept includes an option that purports to use mirrors in space to focus energy on
ground targets. Such a system is not feasible, as the Sun is not a point source and thus cannot be
focused into a beam fighter than the Sun's subtended angle at earth, about 0.5 degrees. It thus cannot
even match the Sun's intensity on the ground unless the mirror is 180 n. mi. diameter in GEO.
Comments
The differences between items 17) Global Precision Optical Weapon, 18) Solar- Powered High Energy
Laser System, and 19) Space-Based High Energy Laser System are small relative to the uncertainty in
describing these systems. Item 19) sounds like what is currently called Space-Based Laser (SBL)
which is a constellation of 8m aperture lasers in LEO orbit used primarily for boost phase intercept.
Item 18) sounds like a solar powered version of the same thing. Item 17) sounds just like SBL except
the cost per kill is reduced by technology advancements so it can be used against lower value targets.
Only one (or less) of these systems would be flown at a time and the differences between the systems
would not change any of my answers to the survey questions so I am going to leave 17) blank and put
my answers under 19). I suggest changing the title of 18) to Solar Energy Optical Weapon which is a
slightly different system using sunlight instead of laser light.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (40 to 60 deg)
Payload to LEO 40 Klb to 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload|cargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
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Solar-Powered High Energy Laser System. - deployment mission
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
EsL flights for one-time surge About 30 total (range 10 to 60)
Estimated average flight rate Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
N/A
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingVoay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload No
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
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Solar-Powered High Energy Laser System.. deployment mission
Crew Requirement No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Solar-Powered High Energy Laser System. - servicing flight
I
Category
Source
Date
Military
New World Vistas, Spacecast 2020, Exec.
Summary
4/24/97 4:28:37 PM
Reviewers Kellogg, Robert/Kirn, David
Description
The solar-powered high energy laser system is a space-based, multimegawatt, high-energy solar-
powered laser constellation that can operate in several modes. In its weapons mode with the laser at
high power, it can attack ground, air, and space targets. In its surveillance mode, it can operate using
the laser at low power levels for active illumination imaging, or with the laser inoperative for passive
imaging. ****New Description (see comments)***** The Solar Energy Optical Weapon (SEOW)
consists of a constellation of space-based mirrors which allow solar radiation to be focused on specific
ground, air, or space targets. The lethality of this system is limited, due to optical diffusion, however,
it may prove useful for disruption or perhaps weather control. From: Air Force 2025, Appendix B,
Section 6.6
Major System Assumptions
Satellite consists primarily of very large (10-100m) mirror that can be steered to focus sunlight on a
target. Assume inflatable technology permits launch on current MLV-Class Launch vehicles. Assume
constellation of 20 satellites to provide fairly good coverage from inclined LEO orbits. ** This is for
servicing, resupply and refueling type mission after full constellation is placed in the orbit. This
concept has a very low probability of ever being implemented. This concept includes an option that
purports to use mirrors in space to focus energy on ground targets. Such a system is not feasible, as the
Sun is not a point source and thus cannot be focused into a beam tighter than the Sun's subtended angle
at earth, about 0.5 degrees. It thus cannot even match the Sun's intensity on the ground unless the
mirror is 180 n. mi. diameter in GEO.
Comments
The differences between items 17) Global Precision Optical Weapon, 18) Solar- Powered High Energy
Laser System, and 19) Space-Based High Energy Laser System are small relative to the uncertainty in
describing these systems. Item 19) sounds like what is currently called Space-Based Laser (SBL)
which is a constellation of 8m aperture lasers in LEO orbit used primarily for boost phase intercept.
Item 18) sounds like a solar powered version of the same thing. Item 17) sounds just like SBL except
the cost per kill is reduced by technology advancements so it can be used against lower value targets.
Only one (or less) of these systems would be flown at a time and the differences between the systems
would not change any of my answers to the survey questions so I am going to leave 17) blank and put
my answers under 19). I suggest changing the tide of 18) to Solar Energy Optical Weapon which is a
slightly different system using sunlight instead of laser light.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (40 to 60 deg)
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Primary payloadleargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
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Solar-Powered High Energy Laser System. - servicing flight
Turn time (for launcher) N/A Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Low confidence (just a guess)
N/A
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
LaunchfacUities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Days
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On.orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to.launch.site capability after abort N/A
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I I
Multi-azimuth launch No Payload fuel handling prior to launch
Crew Requirement No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing
Yes
No
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Application # 19
Space-Based High Energy Laser System - deployment mission
Category
Source
Date
Military
New World Vistas, Spacecast 2020, Exec.
Summary
4/24/97 4:29:00 PM
Reviewers Kellogg, Robert
Description
The space-based high energy laser (HEL) system is a space-based, multimegawatt, high-energy
chemical laser constellation that can operate in several modes. In its weapons mode with the laser at
high power, it can attack ground, air, and space targets. In its surveillance mode, it can operate using
the laser at low power for active illumination imaging or with the laser inoperative for passive
imaging. Worldwide coverage could be provided by a constellation of 15-20 HELs. The system
provides optical surveillance by active or passive imaging and has counterspace, counterair, force
application, and weather modification uses.
Major System Assumptions
Based on "Ballistic Missile Defense Organization Space-Based Laser for Theater Missile Defense,"
Cost Analysis Requirements Document (CARD) dated 7/6/95. Key system parameters Laser Type -
Hydrogen Flouride (I-IF) Chemical Laser First Launch Date - FY03 Kill Time at 1290 Km range - <1
second Kill Time at 4000 Km range - 10 seconds Run Time Total - 300 seconds Orbit - 1300 km/40
deg inclination Mirror Diameter - 8 m Weight - 68,013 pounds Lifetime - 10 years Deployment
Schedule 2003 - 1 2005 - 1 2006 - 4 2007 - 6 2008 - 6 2009 - 2 To build constellation of 20. - These
numbers are probably low because they assumed no failures. They predict on-orbit servicing required
once per lifetime (I0 years). These launches would probably occur after the initial build-up but would
probably not exceed the yearly rate experienced during build-up. I have not accounted for these
missions anywhere except by answering yes to question 38.
Comments
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (40 to 60 deg)
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
EsL flights for one-time surge About 30 total (range 10 to 60)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
High confidence (+- 20%)
N/A
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
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Launch insurance considerations
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Government launch (self insured)
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and fiability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applicaa'ons
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_t care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Special/outsized relative to lift mass in this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
N/A
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mula'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or eontuinerized payload No
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space-Based High Energy Laser System - servicing flight
Category
Source
Date
Military
New World Vistas, Spacecast 2020, Exec.
Summary
4/24/97 4:29:28 PM
Reviewers Kellogg, Robert/Kim, David
Description
The space-based high energy laser (HEL) system is a space-based, multimegawatt, high-energy
chemical laser constellation that can operate in several modes. In its weapons mode with the laser at
high power, it can attack ground, air, and space targets. In its surveillance mode, it can operate using
the laser at low power for active illumination imaging or with the laser inoperative for passive
imaging. Worldwide coverage could be provided by a constellation of 15-20 HELs. The system
provides optical surveillance by active or passive imaging and has counterspace, counterair, force
application, and weather modification uses.
Major System Assumptions
Based on "Ballistic Missile Defense Organization Space-Based Laser for Theater Missile Defense,"
Cost Analysis Requirements Document (CARD) dated 7/6/95. Key system parameters Laser Type -
Hydrogen Houride (HF) Chemical Laser First Launch Date - FY03 Kill Time at 1290 Km range - <1
second Kill Time at 4000 Km range - 10 seconds Run Time Total - 300 seconds Orbit - 1300 km/40
deg inclination Mirror Diameter - 8 m Weight - 68,013 pounds Lifetime - 10 years Deployment
Schedule 2003 - 1 2005 - 1 2006 - 4 2007 - 6 2008 - 6 2009 - 2 To build constellation of 20. - These
numbers are probably low because they assumed no failures. They predict on-orbit servicing required
once per lifetime (10 years). These launches would probably occur after the initial build-up but would
probably not exceed the yearly rate experienced during build-up. I have not accounted for these
missions anywhere except by answering yes to question 38.
Comments
For periodic servicing/re-fueling type mission
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Incfined (40 to 60 deg)
Payload to LEO 40 Klb to 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capabilityN/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Confidence in flight rates Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Launch price elasticity N/A
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Schedule importance High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
N/A
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on need, 14 days or less call up
Yes - cooperative target
NIA
NIA
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating afterlanding No
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Ground-Based High Energy Laser System - deployment mission
Category Military
Source New World Vistas, DEW, Sec 2.15
Date 4/24/97 4:29:51 PM
Reviewers Kellogg, Robert/Kim, David
Description
Virtual Presence is envisioned as a system that is both passive and active, with moderate to high power
lasers being employed to transmit interactive presence to distant points of the globe at the speed of
light. A network of space optics which are accessible from local and remote ground sites can provide
real-time "look-through" capability for in-theater missions. The same optical systems in space can pipe
low and high-power laser beams from ground sites around the world to enhance theater operations, and
can likewise relay surveillance of the battlefield in real time back to distant observers. The principal
advantage of ground-based lasers and optical telescopes coupled to a network of space-based relay
mirrors is that the heavy, expensive laser hardware remains on the ground where access is
straightforward. Not only does this facilitate operations and maintenance, but the laser fuel can be
readily replenished, and lasers can be interchanged as may be desirable for different applications.
From - New World Vistas, Directed Energy Volume, Section 2.15.
Major System Assumptions
Assume a moderate (20-30 satellite) constellation of large (10-100m) mirrors, in an inclined LEO
orbit. Mirrors would utilize inflatable or other advanced technology to minimize launch size and
weight. ** For initial deployment of full constellation.
Comments
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (40 to 60 (leg)
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability NIA
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge About 30 total (range 10 to 60)
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
N/A
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facUlties _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
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I I fil
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
NIA
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
N/A
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Ground-Based High Energy Laser System - servicing flight
Category
Source
Da_
Remewers
Military
New World Vistas, DEW, Sec 2.15
4/24/97 4:30:29 PM
Kellogg, Robert/Kim, David
Description
Virtual Presence is envisioned as a system that is both passive and active, with moderate to high power
lasers being employed to transmit interactive presence to distant points of the globe at the speed of
light. A network of space optics which are accessible from local and remote ground sites can provide
real-time "look-through" capability for in-theater missions. The same optical systems in space can pipe
low and high-power laser beams from ground sites around the world to enhance theater operations, and
can likewise relay surveillance of the battlefield in real time back to distant observers. The principal
advantage of ground-based lasers and optical telescopes coupled to a network of space-based relay
mirrors is that the heavy, expensive laser hardware remains on the ground where access is
straightforward. Not only does this facilitate operations and maintenance, but the laser fuel can be
readily replenished, and lasers can be interchanged as may be desirable for different applications.
From - New World Vistas, Directed Energy Volume, Section 2.15
Major System Assumptions
This application is for the servicing/resupply missions only and assumes approximately 3 flights per
year.
Comments
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (40 to 60 deg)
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload[cargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Far-term: pest 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing.alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Low confidence (just a guess)
N/A
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
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I
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payioad fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
NIA
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-W-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Paylond fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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KEW Kinetic Energy Weapons
Category
Source
Date
Military
New World Vistas, Spacecast 2020, Exec.
Summary
4/18/97 1:22:26 PM
Reviewers Duclos, Don/Kim, David
Description
Kinetic energy weapons employ high speed projectiles to damage or destroy targets through the
mechanism of kinetic energy transfer without the use of any type of explosive warhead. A variety of
mechanisms can be used to deploy kinetic energy weapons against space systems. Examples might
include satellites maneuvered to act as weapons (co-orbital interceptors or space mines,) missiles
launched from aircraft or other satellites, and ground based missiles used in direct ascent attacks. A
key requirement for these type weapons is the ability to get the weapon in close proximity to the target.
Such a weapon would require surveillance and identification capability to acquire and track the targets
with sufficient accuracy and timeliness, and some maneuvering capability to perform the engagement
end game. Direct ascent missiles are the most Likely delivery options for regional type adversaries.
Space or aircraft based missile systems would have some advantages over ground based systems
(reduced engagement timelines, potential covert employment) but their development would imply
considerably increased system complexity and system integration risk. The constraining factor in
developing a comprehensive low altitude kinetic energy capability is the required infrastructure and
the development of the kill vehicle.
Major System Assumptions
Comments
Sector Military (US only)
Orb/t LEO
Inclination Inclined (60 to 80 deg)
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadLcargo Weapon or sensors
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
N/A
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
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Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Hours
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (astoday)
N/A
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On.orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Category Civil, Military
Source Spacecast 2020
Date 4/18/97 1:26:00 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Kim, David
Description
Major changes in the space segment may not be economically feasible until about 2020. This does not
preclude adding complimentary satellites to enhance the role of space for global positioning and time
transfer. For example, it is possible to add "special satellites" even into the current constellation which
might radiate substantially higher power in support of the P(Y) code and which might illuminate the
entire earth's disc or alternatively, use higher gain antennae to illuminate just the combat area, etc.
There is room for analysis on other orbital options. With time, the determination of satellite orbits will
improve, atomic clock technology (maybe using masers) will improve, compact accurate INS will
become available, better "GPS - INS" integration and receiver tracking of both range and range-rate
(Doppler) will result. Such expected improvements when integrated in LIE, together with more
accurate data on the troposphereg, lead the panel to conclude that in the 2025 period the horizontal
accuracy of the PPS can be brought down to 30 centimeters and time transfer to 1 nanosecond.
Major System Assumptions
Size and power similar to GPS. Some Tech. improvements. Orbit - MEO and some HEO for theater.
USAF control with some commercial users. On-orbit spares. No on-orbit servicing. Integral propulsion
system on Spacecraft.
Comments
This is for s_ctly military application and for possible military upgrade program.
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit MEO
Inclination Inclined (40 to 60 deg)
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadtcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
_ly deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
High confidence (+- 20%)
N/A
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
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I
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
II III Ill
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up ti_e for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized paylond Yes
N/A Return.to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 23
Communications
Category Military
Source New World Vistas
Date 4/18/97 1:32:07 PM
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
Earth will be a "wired world" whereby anyone, anywhere, including soldiers, sailors and marines, and
airmen, can carry crackerjack box size devices and communicate with any location in the world via
multimedia and in any trackless, featureless environment know their spherical position within meters
(actually centimeters) in any weather, day or night. The comprehensive situational awareness will be
viewed by the on-scene commander, the one with the ultimate responsibility, and will have an
indelible effect on how wars/conflicts are waged. Time will no longer be measured in years, months,
days, hours, and minutes, but nanoseconds. Information will be tagged with GPS time accuracy that
will serve as its primary and basic attribute. In fact, all communications will have GPS position, time
and velocity vector superimposed upon every transmission to enable all in the net to know the others
exact position and their relative position. Communicatien satellites in the year 2015 must incorporate
emerging technologies to ensure bandwidth is available to provide the warfighters the information that
they will require. Massive onboard signal processing should be a major factor in the design of
communications satellites to improve the signal to noise ratio, effectively increase the power output
and ameliorate the power aperture problem for the mobile, tactical users with small antennas. This
quantum leap in processing capability will enable communications 30 to 40 dB, and possibly greater,
below the noise level. This spread spectrum, frequency agility mode of operation was employed in the
past, with the attendant trade-off in bandwidth, to achieve an antijam margin of protection, and low
probability of detection. Probability of intercept communications can now permit users to operate on
top of each other without interference, preserving precious frequency spectrum. This feature takes on
ever increasing importance as the competition for frequency spectrum becomes excruciating and
spectrum becomes a lucrative source of revenue and takes on greater significance during this period
when military used frequencies are the most vulnerable. Small, lightweight, rugged, affordable,
broadband, high gain, electronically steerable antennas that are able to access multiple satellites, in
different frequency bands, in different parts of the sky simultaneously must be designed and fielded for
the mobile, tactical users.
Major System Assumptions
Military Communication systems of multiple orbit applications.
Comments
Sector Military (US only)
Orbit Multiple orbit cases
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) NIA
Primary payloadicargo Deployable satelfite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability Hours
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Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap a,eintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On.orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Days
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical military control (as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on need, 14 days or less call up
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board No
Return-to-launch site requirements No
On-orbit refueling required No
On.orbit cargo transfer required No
Launch during conflict conditions Yes
Payload fuel handling flight abort No
Alternate landing site(s) required N/A
Multi-azimuth launch No
Crew Requirement No
Thursday, October 30, 1997
Final-orbit injection required Yes
Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
On-orbit payload change out required No
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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SPACENET: On-Orbit Support in 2025
Category Military
Source Spacecast 2020
Date 4/18/97 1:43:36 PM
Reviewers Lopez, Jesse
Description
In 2025, on-orbit support will be vital to employing space assets as an instrument of national power.
Four areas of on-orbit support need to be developed over the next three decades to ensure that the US
maintains space dominance. First, supporting forces in the field will be the primary mission of the
military space program. Theater commanders require reliable, timely support from space to maximize
their war-fighting potential. This includes communications, navigation, weather, missile launch
warning, interdiction, and data transfer. Second, satellite command, control, and communications (C3)
systems must be responsive enough to position satellites in correct orbits to support the theater
commander. While satellite autonomy is the goal, the reality for the foreseeable future is likely to be a
system of C3 to control satellites over the horizon from a ground control station, automatic, redundant
switching to ensure e. ,articular satellite receives the correct commands, and flexible, secure, and
mobile ground stations. The third component is satellite design. This will lower costs, improve
flexibility, and enhance survivability. Key design considerations include satellite size, longevity,
power and propulsion requirements, survivability, computer processing capability, and cost. While
quantum leaps in information technology will occur, adapting them to the environment of space may
take a little longer. Finally, space assets need to be made survivable in a hostile space environment and
be immediately replaceable if destroyed. Such protection should include a system of both passive and
active defense measures to counter both man-made and environmental threats. These might include
antisatellite (ASAT) systems and those to protect satellites from space debris and meteorites. Solving
these four problems through SPACENET will make it the ultimate in force enhancement and
projection in order to ensure US dominance in the twenty-first century. This concept is to ensure that
on-orbit support is developed over the next three decades to ensure that the U.S. maintains space
dominance. Four areas of importance are: (1) to provide reliable, timely support from space to theater
commanders to maximize their war-fighting potential; (2) the satellite C3 systems must be responsive
enough to position satellites in correct orbits to support the theater commander; (3) the design of
satellites must lower costs, improve flexibility, and enhance survivability; (4) space assets need to be
survivable in a hostile environment and be immediately replaceable if destroyed. It is expected that
Spacenet address these 4 problem areas. Spacenet should be addressed as a requirement and policy-
driven approach that will impact space system elements and their concepts of operations within the
context of an over-arching space system-of-systems architect. Each mission system element, because
of spacenet requirements, will levy additional demands on future spacelift requirements. The spacenet
requirements may also create new mission element acquisitions.
Major System Assumptions
The potential missions outlined in this application are implemented by other applications. This
application does not represent a specific mission and should not be included in the database.
Comments
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Application #24
SPACENET: On-Orbit Support in 2025
Sector
Orbit
Inclination
Payload to LEO
Turn time (for launcher)
Primary payloadlcargo
Likely deployment period
Enabling launch price
Return payload mass
Standing-alert capability
Launch reliability required
Est. flights for one-time surge
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch insurance considerations
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
Final-orbit injection required
Overflight overpopulated areas an issue
On-orbit payload change out required
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SPACENET: On-Orbit Support in 2025
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits)
On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves)
Encapsulated or containerized payload
Return-to-launch-site capability after abort
Payload fuel handling prior to launch
Payload fuel handling and sating after landing
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Application # 25
Communications - Fixed Satellite Services
Category
Source
Date
Commercial
CSTS, 3.1.3, Fixed Satellite Services
4/18/97 1:51:03 PM
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
Fixed satellite service (FSS) is the transmission of analog and digital data over long distances from
fixed sites. For the purpose of this report, it is further defined to mean basic services by the telephone
and television industry using geostationary satellites (satellites in geostationary orbit communicating
with fixed ground stations). The users of these services are telephone, television, and business doing
business in multiple cities. 3,000 to 7,000 lb to GEO orbit with annual launch rate of 20 to 31 satellites.
Major System Assumptions
The high annual launch rate assumes that there are several commercial users launching payloads.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadh_argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
I3kely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 30 per year (16 to 60)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Tithe required to swap reintegrate substitute payload Days
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Communications - Fixed Satellite Services
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Typical of today's launch vehicles
NIA
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Paylond fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 26
Communications - Broadcast Satellite Services
Category
Source
Date
Reviewers
Commercial
CSTS, 3.1.4, Broadcast Satellite Services
4/18/97 1:56:31 PM
Kim, David
Description
Extrapolation of existing BSS satellites, including direct broadcast TV and network feed, with weight
capability of 3,000 to 7,000 lb to GEO, 2 to 3 satellites per year. A new market area is broadcast of TV
and audio channels directly to homes, remote or business directly from satellites, via direct broadcast
services (DBS). Direct broadcast is extremely attractive for areas such as the Pacific Rim, where
infrastructure has not been fully established and is difficult to establish. DBS was reintroduced in the
United States in 1994. DBS providers are intending to provide high-definition TV service. Another
new market is direct broadcast digital radio from satellites. This offers the advantage over
conventional radio by consistency of programming over large global areas or on a global basis.
Estimates of several hundred channels of programming may be possible.
Major System Assumptions
Based on the current demand for similar systems, a higher launch rate of 10 per year is assumed over
the original estimate of 2 to 3 per year.
Comments
Extrapolation of current BSS systems
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_argo Deployable satelliteYupper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. fh'ghts for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
High confidence (+- 20%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross.range requirement N/A
Safe abort requirement N/A
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I
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing[bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for .eturn payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Days
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
NIA
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mu_'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
No On.orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Communications - Mobile Satellite Service - deployment mission
FI
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.1.5, Mobile Satellite Service
Date 4/18/97 2:03:16 PM
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
Combination of Big LEO, Small LEO, and Mega LEOs, with total weight of 16.5 Klb to 150 Klb per
year to LEO of < 1,000 nmi with inclination range of 55 deg to 98.6 deg. Satellite weights range from
300 lb to 3,000 lb. The areas of mobile communications are the most volatile of all the
communications segments. The mobile services are intended to provide wireless communication to
any point on the globe and there are several competing concepts (over 20 !) being proposed or
developed.
Major System Assumptions
Teledesic-like system for future - a constellation of 1000 LEO satellites in 2010 time frame. ** This is
for initial deployment of full constellation.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Polar or near polar
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadk:argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing.alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge About 300 or more total
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
High confidence (+- 20%)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Low: Some risk of loss of service, but w/o significant revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Self insured (commercial)
Launch facilities _range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
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Communications - Mobile Satellite Service - deployment mission
I Ill
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingibay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
II
Days
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Special operations--less extensive than today
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized paylond Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.1.5, Mobile Satellite Service
Date 4/18/97 2:05:46 PM
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
Combination of Big LEO, Small LEO, and Ultra LEOs, with total weight of 16.5 Klb to 150 Klb per
year to LEO of < 1,000 nmi with inclination range of 55 deg to 98.6 deg. Satellite weights range from
300 lb to 3,000 lb. The areas of mobile communications are the most volatile of all the
communications segments. The mobile services are intended to provide wireless communication to
any point on the globe and there are several competing concepts (over 20 !) being proposed or
developed.
Major System Assumptions
Teledesic-like system for future - a constellation of 1000 LEO satellites in 2010 time frame. This
application is for replenishment of the Mega LEO concept.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Polar or near polar
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-lime surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 30 per year (16 to 60)
Medium confidence (4-- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Low: Some risk of loss of service, but w/o significant revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Self insured (commercial)
Launch facilities _ange requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
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Communications - Mobile Satellite Service - servicing flight
1
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
II
Days
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Special operations--less extensive than today
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Communications - Positioning Satellite Services
Category Commercial, Civil
Source CSTS, 3.1.6, Positioning Satellite Services
Date 4/18/97 2:33:32 PM
Reviewers Kim, David J
Description
Extension of current GPS like system, with growth capability of 2x GPS weight class. The global
positioning system (GPS) was originally designed to allow its users to locate any position near the
Earth, vertically and horizontally, to within 16m accuracy. This is accomplished by using the Navstar
(Navigation System using Timing and Ranging) satellite network, consisting of a 24-satellite
constellation with eight satellites positioned in three different planes parked in sun-synchronous 12-hr,
20,200 km orbits. Continual progress is being made that refines that location accuracy to levels down
in the single meters. This system is in the process of transitioning over from a sole U.S. government
DOD user to include in large part the commercial industry. Users range from foot soldiers in Desert
Storm and aircraft pilots on the military side to mapping and excavating with heavy equipment on the
commercial side. This market evaluation was focused on the impacts to this system that reduced
launched cost would have. These impacts might possibly increase the number of launches per year
and stimulate additional market growth from the user community that would increase demand for a
larger network.
Major System Assumptions
This system is specifically for the commercial sector based on future upgrade beyond GPS I_.
Comments
Sector Civil (US only)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 5 Klb to 10 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadicargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge About 10 total (range 7 to 15)
Estimated average flight rate Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
High confidence (+- 20%)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Self insured (commercial)
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
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I II I
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or Ioneer lead time
No
N/A
NIA
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or contuinerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space Manufacturing - deployment mission
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.2.2, Space Manufacturing
Date 4/18/97 2:45:59 PM
Reviewers Wolfe, Malcolm/Johnson, Ray/Kim, David
Description
In the years 2000 through 2010, commercially owned and operated space manufacturing and
processing facilities are orbiting in sun-synchronous low Earth orbits (LEO). These facilities provide
high-powered, ultrahigh-vacuum, microgravity environments to enable the automated production of
unique materials used in ground-based biotechnological, pharmaceutical, electronic, and catalytic
processing industries. It would be useful at this point to summarize a sample of the potential
advantages and products that may be produced in a microgravity environment.
a. Immune response understanding leading to viral infection antibodies or vaccines.
b. Synthetic production of collagen for use in constructing replacement human organs (e.g, corneas).
c. Manipulated differentiation of plant cells to produce desired chemicals (e.g., Taxol).
d. Production of targetable pharmaceuticals (cancer cures).
e. Protein crystal formation for structure identification (structured biology).
f. Protein assembly.
g. Growth of large pure electronic, photonic and detector crystal materials (computer chips, quantum
devices, infrared materials).
h. Ultrapure epitaxial thin film production in very high vacuum (e.g., Wake Shield Facility)
i. Production of perfect solid geometric structures.
j. Manufacture of pure zeolite crystal material for filtration applications (pollution control).
k. Manufacture of polymers with unique characteristics.
1. Electrophoresis for separation of microscopic components within fluids. The orbital assets are
routinely serviced by regularly scheduled launch vehicles with maneuverable upper stages that provide
autonomous rendezvous and docking for orbital delivery of unprocessed samples and constituent
supplies. Need Rendezvous and docking, with return capability of 3,000 lb of product, one launch
every 30 days CI'BD).
Major System Assumptions
This application applies to initial build up and deployment phase.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadh:argo Rack-mounted equipment
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
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Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Application # 29
Space Manufacturin9 - deployment mission
I
Launch reliability required 10X beuer than present
Est. flights for one-time surge About 10 total (range 7 to 15)
Estimated average flight rate Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
requirements for launch services
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingtbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--donS care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Days
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic,scheduledservice(daily,weekly,monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
Thursday,October30, 1997
No Final-orbit injection required No
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch Yes
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space Manufacturing - servicing flight
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.2.2, Space Manufacturing
Date 4/18/97 2:50:58 PM
Reviewers Wolfe, Malcolm/Johnson, Ray
Description
In the years 2000 through 2010, commercially owned and operated space manufacturing and
processing facilities are orbiting in sun-synchronous low Earth orbits (LEO). These facilities provide
high-powered, ultrahigh-vacuum, microgravity environments to enable the automated production of
unique materials used in ground-based biotechnological, pharmaceutical, electronic, and catalytic
processing industries. It would be useful at this point to summarize a sample of the potential
advantages and products that may be produced in a microgravity environment.
a. Immune response understanding leading to viral infection antibodies or vaccines.
b. Synthetic production of collagen for use in constructing replacement human organs (e.g, corneas).
c. Manipulated differentiation of plant cells to produce desired chemicals (e.g., Taxol).
d. Production of targetable pharmaceuticals (cancer cures).
e. Protein crystal formation for structure identification (structured biology).
f. Protein assembly.
g. Growth of large pure electronic, photonic and detector crystal materials (computer chips, quantum
devices, infrared materials).
h. Ultrapure epitaxial thin film production in very high vacuum (e.g., Wake Shield Facility)
i. Production of perfect solid geometric structures.
j. Manufacture of pure zeolite crystal material for filtration applications (pollution control).
k. Manufacture of polymers with unique characteristics.
1. Electrophoresis for separation of microscopic components within fluids. The orbital assets are
routinely serviced by regularly scheduled launch vehicles with maneuverable upper stages that provide
autonomous rendezvous and docking for orbital delivery of unprocessed samples and constituent
supplies. Need Rendezvous and docking, with return capability of 3,000 lb of product, one launch
every 30 days (TBD).
Major System Assumptions
This application covers the recurring flights to an existing Space Manufacturing facility.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Weeks
Primary payload_argo Rack-mounted equipment
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 Ib
Standing-alert capability N/A
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Space Manufacturing - servicing flight
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing[bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver-don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Days
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheMuled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
Thunday, October 30, 1997
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
No Encapsulated or containerlzed payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 30
Remote Sensing
Category Commercial, Civil
Source CSTS, 3.3.2 Remote Sensing
Date 4/25/97 12:54:51 P
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
Space remote sensing is a high-growth international market that is poised for rapid expansion in
commercial applications over the next 5 to 7 years. Several U.S. companies are planning to deploy
their own remote- sensing satellites and market their own space imagery. The civil sector has
responded to government's vision. Throughout the world today, the private sectors and government
agencies of many nations have begun to rely on satellite imagery. The remote-sensing market has
emerged from its embryonic state and is experiencihg double-digit growth. It is a "high tech" industry
with the potential to generate several billion dollars in sales annually within 10 years. Many
commercial companies axe poised to enter the market with better products than are currently being
produced from government satellites.LEO platforms with 6 different types for total launch rate of 10 to
18 per year from 2000 to 2010 time frame.
Major System Assumptions
For this application, we will only assume LEO Polar cases.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Polar or near polar
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload[cargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
l_ely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement N/A
Safe abort requirement N/A
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Application #30
Remote Sensing
IIIII
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
1
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal axe acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
NIA
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 31
Government Missions - Space Station Missions - deployment mission
Category Civil, NASA
Source CSTS, 3.4.4 Increased Space Station
Missions
Date 4/25/97 1:40:38 PM
Reviewers Ruth, Edward/Kim, David/Smith, Pat
Description
The Space Station program, now a joint US/Russia/International venture, has tremendous potential as
a growth transportation market. The additional resources of the combined Mir II and Alpha Station
will speed the testing and development of new manufacturing and research processes. It is projected
that reduced transportation costs will allow more frequent visits to the station as well as usher in the
viability of free-flying platforms which will offload the matured processes and experiments from the
station. The main, if not only, users for the space stations will be governments and their agencies,
each contributing its own share of investment. Although we expect the station to have a wide range of
use, they would mostly fall under the areas of technology development, testing and demonstration.
LEO missions of up to 25 Klb to 220 nmi circular at 51.6 deg. orbit for ISSA support, for 7 to 12
missions/yr.
Major System Assumptions
** This is for initial deployment of ISSA-like system for future.
Comments
Comments on Questions: 1) Civil missions are also possible. 15) Bulk cargo may also be important.
Assume that human transportation is separate launch system. 21) The station is too big to maneuver.
35) Nuclear material not needed for power. Small amounts of nuclear material may be needed for
experiments.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (40 to 60 deg)
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Rack-mounted equipment
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge About 30 total (range 10 to 60)
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
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Application # 31
Government Missions - Space Station Missions - deployment mission
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingVaay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Weeks
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Typical of LV class for this category
Days
Special operations--more extensive than today
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
Not a consideration
N/A
Nuclear materials on board No
Return-to-launch site requirements No
On-orbit refueling required Yes
On-orbit cargo transfer required Yes
Launch during conflict conditions N/A
Payload fuel handling flight abort No
Alternate landing site(s) required N/A
Multi-azimuth launch No
Crew Requirement No
Final-orbit injection required No
Overfh'ght over populated areas an issue No
On-orbit payload change out required Yes
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Return-to-launch-site capability after abort No
Paylond fuel handling prior to launch No
Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 31.1
Government Missions - Space Station Missions - servicing flight
Category Civil, NASA
Source CSTS, 3.4.4 Increased Space Station
Missions
Date 4/25/97 1:41:12 PM
Reviewers Ruth, Edward/Kim, David/Smith, P.L.
Description
The Space Station program, now a joint US/Russia/International venture, has tremendous potential as
a growth transportation market. The additional resources of the combined Mir II and Alpha Station
will speed the testing and development of new manufacturing and research processes. It is projected
that reduced transportation costs will allow more frequent visits to the station as well as usher in the
viability of free-flying platforms which will offload the matured processes and experiments from the
station. The main, if not only, users for the spacestations will be governments and their agencies, each
contributing its own share of investment. Although we expect the station to have a wide range of use,
they would mostly fall under the areas of technology development, testing and demonstration. LEO
missions of up to 25 Klb to 220 nmi circular at 51.6 deg. orbit for ISSA support, for 7 to 12
missions/yr.
Major System Assumptions
** For periodic resupply, refuel and servicing missions, including cargo return, but not human crews
(assumed to be separate launch for passengers/crews).
Comments
Comments on Questions: 1) Civil missions are also possible. 15) Bulk cargo may also be important.
Assume that human transportation is separate launch system. 21) The station is too big to maneuver
35) Nuclear material not needed for power. Small amounts of nuclear material may be needed for
experiments.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
OrbR LEO
Inclination Inclined (40 to 60 deg)
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 K1b
Turn time (for launcher) Weeks
Primary payloadLcargo Rack-mounted equipment
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increaseflight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
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Application # 31.1
Government Missions - Space Station Missions - servicing flight
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
" II I
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Weeks
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Typical of LV class for this category
Days
Special operations--more extensive than today
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
NIA
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mu_'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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I Application #32Government Missions - Human Planetary Exploration
Category Civil, NASA
Source CSTS, 3.4.6 Human Planetary Exploration
Date 4/25/97 1:42:02 PM
Reviewers Ruth, Edward/Smith, P.L.
Description
Recently, NASA and the U.S. government have led several studies to help pave the way for the next
steps in space exploration by man and manrnade machines. Almost all exploration scenario studies
concentrated on missions to the Moon and Mars exclusively, with manned involvement at various
levels of activities. Whether they will occur in the near- or far- term future, many believe exploration
missions are man's destiny. Lunar" A crew of 4 and 5 tons of cargo, or 33 tons of cargo alone to lunar
surface for TBD days of stay, and TBD kgs of cargo return. Mars: A crew of TBD and TBD tons of
cargo or TBD tons of cargo alone to the surface of Mars for TBD days of stay, and TBD kgs of cargo
return. Launch rate of 4/year to growth of TBD/yr.
Major System Assumptions
What I have assumed is that the mission will consist of a ship or ships assembled in LEO and launched
to Mars or wherever. We are only interested in the Earth to LEO segment. The payload manifest will
be mixed. Some payloads will involve human passengers and some will only involve bulk cargo like
propellant, food, etc. I have tried to answer the survey questions in such a way so as to cover the range
of payloads expected. There are a number of Mars mission studies available. They range from the
reasonable to the ludicrous. Two extremes are yon Braun's Mars Project and Zubrin's Mars Direct. The
von Braun scheme required 950 launches to LEO to deliver 37 200 tonnes; to Zubrin needed only 4
launches to deliver 480 tonnes. The model I have adopted is more reasonable with about 40 launches
to deliver 1400 tonnes.
Comments
Comments on questions: 2) This is a hard one to answer. Mars missons may well be far term (>2020).
However, it is a good bet that after the Space Station is in operation, people will start looking for the
next step and a Mars mission is a logical choice. 15) The assumption is that the majority of payload
will be propellant. Humans and other gear will also have to be launched. 26,27,28) I am answering
these based on the (act there will be crew onboard for some missions. 35) It may be possible to get by
without nuclear power: but, I doubt it.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit IP (interplanetary)
Inclination N/A
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_argo Man - untrained, as passenger
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass Over 10,0(X)Ib
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
Est. ffi'ghtsfor one-time surge About 30 total (range 10 to 60)
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Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Application # 32
Government Missions - Human Planetary Exploration
El IIII lille
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
N/A
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _ange operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Weeks
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Days
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
Not a consideration
Required
Nuclear materials on board Yes
Return-to-launch site requirements Yes
On-orbit refueling required Yes
On-orbit cargo transfer required Yes
Launch during conflict conditions N/A
Payload fuel handling flight abort Yes
Alternate landing site(s) required Yes
MuM-azimuth launch No
Crew Requirement No
Final-orbit injection required No
Overflight over populated areas an issue Yes
On-orbit payload change out required Yes
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
Encapsulated or eontainerized payload Yes
Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
Payload fuel handling and sating after landing Yes
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Application # 33
Government - Space Science Outwards
Category Civil, NASA
Source CSTS, 3.4.9 Space Science Outwards
Date 4/21/97 10:38:52 A
Reviewers Ruth, Edward/Smith, P. L.
Description
Multiple payload classes to support Flagship, Discovery and Explorer classes of missions. -
Flagship: TBD lb to LEO, GEO and planetary orbits - Discovery: TBD lb to LEO, GEO and
planetary orbits - Explorer: Up to 1,000 Ib to Leo and near earth orbits - Others: 500 lb into
100nmi, 250 lb into 600 nmi, Delta, Atlas and T-4 class payloads - Up to 25 missions/year for
payloads ranging from 500 lb to 250 lb.
Major System Assumptions
Even if smaller class missions are more likely, launch system specifications should be driven by
Flagship mission requirements.
Comments
3) Payload mass is the maximum expected for Flagship mission. 6) The case that is given in the
scenario description of 25 science missions a year rate is unrealistic, even with only small class
payloads. Only a slight increase over today's launch rate of 1 to 2 a year should be expected. So 2 to 6
a year is about right. If costs fall dramatically (doubtful in near term) or they take the asteroid threat
seriously, then who knows? 35, 36) We need to plan for nuclear material even if it is never used.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit IP (interplanetary)
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will gready increase flight rate
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement N/A
Safe abort requirement N/A
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Application #33Government - Space Science Outwards
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call.up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Hours
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on scheduIe, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
Yes Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight overpopulated areas an issue Yes
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application #34
Transportation - Fast Package Delivery
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.5.3 Fast Package Delivery
Date 4/21/97 10:40:54 A
Reviewers Kim, David/Smith, P.L.
Description
Fast package delivery via space transportation is a logical extrapolation of current overnight delivery
business. The commodities and markets to support fast package delivery service include items such
as: human organs, fresh food delicacies, biologic specimens for research, as well as conventional legal
and financial documents. Capable of delivering 3,000 lb in intercontinental range, for total delivery of
30 to 500 tons per year. Range of 10,000 nmi, operate two flights daily into and out of conventional
airports.
Major System Assumptions
Use of existing infrastructure such as conventional airports. Piloted vehicle assumed for operations in
and out of conventional airport like facilities.
Comments
Sector Commercia/(US and Foreign)
Orbit SUB (for suborbital)
Inclination N/A
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) Hours
Primary payload_cargo Bulk - unpressudzed
Likely depioymentperiod Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability Hours
Launch reliability required 100X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
About 300 or more per year
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations
Launch facilities Jrange requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Commercial insurancethroughusualchannels
Typicalairportfacilities(e.g.,packagedelivery)
Greater than 400 nm/including once-around capability
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Unknown--could be showstopper
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Application # 34
Transportation - Fast Package Delivery
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingibay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
I
Hours
Not applicable (or less than today's typical performa
2X baseline flight rate
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Minutes (expendable)
Special operations--less extensive than today
N/A
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
No
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mu_'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue Yes
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
Yes Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
Yes Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 35
Transportation - Hazardous Waste Disposal
Category Civil, Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.5.5. Hazardous Waste Disposal
Date 4/21/97 11:06:07 A
Reviewers Wolfe, Malcolm/Johnson, Ray/Smith, P.L.
Description
Resolve the nuclear waste disposal problem for the future of nuclear power. Current cost of disposal
and world wide production rate of nuclear waste is rapidly becoming a global problem. There are
various options for in-space storage, such as earth orbit, solar orbit, solar impact and lunar depository,
but for this study, lunar depository is selected as baseline. The capability of placing 8 tons of payload,
consisting of nuclear waste and canisters, onto the lunar surface, launch every 9 days.
Major System Assumptions
Intact safety abort is a must, but highly dependent on public sentiment and political winds
Comments
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit IP (interplanetary)
Inclination N/A
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_argo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely depioymentperiod Unknown (too uncertain to say)
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Launch reliability required Equivalent to commercial AC flight reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Schedule importance High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (serf insured)
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
More stringent requirements
Unknown--could be showstopper
T'une required to swap reintegrate substitute payload Not a driver--don't care
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Application # 35
Transportation - Hazardous Waste Disposal
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Minutes (expendable)
Special operations--more extensive than today
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
Yes Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue Yes
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing Yes
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Application #36
Transportation - Space Tourism
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.5.6 Space Tourism
Date 4/21/97 11:28:34 A
Reviewers Kim, David J./Smith, P. L.
Description
Recreational space travel for the average person, for a day to a week long duration.
days of stay may require separate space hotel arrangement.
Obviously, several
a. Joy ride: A high speed vehicle for an exhilarating, relatively short (hours) ride suborbitally or up to
a few orbits in duration.
b. Orbital visit: Tourists visit a fairly simple orbital facility (i.e. ISSA or Mir) for duration of several
days. Amenities are few and the transportation elements would probably be sma/1 (a few passengers).
c. Space Hotel: Large numbers of tourists would stay at a multi-featured orbital facility. Both 0 g and
positive g zones would be available for living, playing, and sightseeing.
d. Lunar Flyby: An Apollo 8 type mission where passengers experience 0 g, the starry blackness of
space, and view of the Moon and distant Earth.
e. Lunar Resort and beyond: Space resorts and more ambitious ventures.
Major System Assumptions
For this activity, concentrate on a and c for excursion range. Jay Penn paper for C., titled "Space
Tourism Optimized Reusable Spaceplane Design", Dec. 1996, Revised by P. L. Smith 17 April 97
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Hours
Primary payloadk:argo Man -untrained, as passenger
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass Over 10,000 Ib
Standing,alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required Equivalent to commercial AC flight reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
About 100 per year (61 to 150)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical airport facilities (e.g., package delivery)
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Transportation - Space Tourism
I
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
More stringent requirements
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
m_
Time required to swap_ reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingFoay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Hours
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Special/outsized relative to lift mass in this category
Hours
Special operations--more extensive than today
Hours
Less than today's required
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board No
Return-to-launch site requirements Yes
On-orbit refueling required No
On-orbit cargo transfer required Yes
Launch during conflict conditions No
Payload fuel handling flight abort No
Alternate landing site(s) required Yes
MuM-azimuth launch No
Crew Requirement Yes
Final-orbit injection required No
Overflight overpopulated areas an issue Yes
On-orbit payload change out required No
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Transportation - UHigh Speed Civil Transport
r.........
Category
Source
Date
Commercial
CSTS, 3.5.7. Ultra High Speed Civil
Transport (UHSCT)
4/21/97 11:37:28 A
Reviewers Ruth, Edward/Smith, P. L.
Description
Much reduced travel time between trans-oceanic ranges (5,000 to 7,000 nmi range) at roach 9 to 25
range.
Major System Assumptions
Too many technical constraints and not attractive ROI to be feasible. This kind of mission may be
enabled if a TSTO type vehicle is developed for other applications, and the first stage can be used for
Passenger service: or, if Fast Package becomes wildly successful, this will be an evolutionary growth
of such application.
Comments
It is hard to believe that there is really a market for this. To expect passengers to pay a premium to
have themselves subjected to high-g loads and the dangers of rocket flight so as to arrive at their
destinations a few hours earlier than a supersonic transport seems ludicrous. Any time saved would be
lost while the average person recovered from the rigors of the trip. It is also hard to imagine that there
are a lot of material goods that have to be moved this quickly.
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit SUB (for suborbital)
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Hours
Primary payload[cargo Man - untrained, as passenger
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability Hours
Launch reliability required Equivalent to commercial AC flight reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
About 300 or more per year
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements Typical airport facilities (e.g., package delivery)
Return cross-range requirement Greater than 400 nmi including once-around capability
Safe abort requirement More stringent requirements
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Transportation - UHigh Speed Civil Transport
II
Government indemnification Unknown--could be showstopper
requirements for launch services
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
HOURS
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Special/outsized relative to lift mass in this category
Minutes (expendable)
Special operations--less extensive than today
N/A
Less than today's required
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
No
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mu_'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue Yes
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
Yes Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
Yes Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 38
Transportation - Space Rescue
Category Civil
Source CSTS, 3.5.2. Space Rescue
Date 4/21/97 11:42:20 A
Reviewers Kim, David/Smith, P. L.
Description
Timely rescue of humans and/or valuable space assets in support of International Space Station Alpha
(ISSA) and other promising space ventures such as Space Business Park, and others. First and
immediate need will be emergency crew return vehicle for ISSA.
Major System Assumptions
This is a "must-have" to support any type of manned space presence, not driven by market economics.
Comments
Based on X-38 kind of Crew Return Vehicle
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 Ib
Turn time (for launcher) Hours
Primary payloadgcargo Man - trained astronaut
Likely deployment period Neat-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability Hours
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge About 3 total (range 2 to 6)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch insurance considerations N/A
Launch facilities _range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
One or less per year
Medium co_nfidence (+- 50%)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and fiability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload Hours
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system) Typical of today's launch vehicles
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle) 2X baseline flight rate
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Transportation - Space Rescue
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent/descent
I
Same as standards for today's space missions
Special/outsized relative to lift mass in this category
Days
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Quick reaction, 24 hours or less call-up
Yes - uncooperative (passive) target
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
Yes Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 39
Transportation - Space Servicing and Transfer
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.5.4. Space Servicing and Transfer
Date 4/21/97 11:46:21 A
Reviewers Wolfe, Malcolm/Johnson, Ray/Smith, P. L.
Description
Provide on-orbit servicing, fueling, repair and change out capability for commercial spacecraft in orbit.
Major System Assumptions
Assume this system can service payloads in LEO or deploy a space tug to service payloads in other
orbits.
Comments
This is assumed to be unmanned servicing/repair mission with telerobotics. It is also assumed that it
may bring high-value satellites back to the earth for repair/servicing. 4/21197
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Weeks
Primary payloadLcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability Days
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities J_ange requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload Hours
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system) Typical of today's launch vehicles
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle) N/A
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Transportation - Space Servicing and Transfer
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing[bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Weeks
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
Yes Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
Yes Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return.to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
Yes Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Paylond fuel handling and sating after landing Yes
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Entertainment - Digital Movie Satellite
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.6.1.1 Digital Movie Satellite.
Date 4/21/97 11:49:48 A
Reviewers Johnson, Ray F./Smith, P. L.
Description
Digital movie satellites are envisioned to fill an entertainment niche not unlike that of current pay-per-
view satellite systems for home viewing. The big difference is that the digital movie satellite would
downlink an entire movie to the viewer's set at one time. This would enable the viewer to specify any
of a large number of films to be screened on demand. In effect, it would combine the attributes of
video rental and pay-per-view. Replacement or augmentation of current movie distribution systems
could take advantage of lower satellite transportation costs while providing for on-demand access to a
large digitally stored movie database. This would allow for increased worldwide distribution without
the need to make and distribute actual prints of films, and also avoid the added costs from the wired
infrastructure needed for competing services such as cable systems.
Major System Assumptions
Assume the spacelift requirements are similar to present direct broadcast TV satellites. The CSTS
Study gave this a very low probability of being implemented because of technical problems in
delivering the potentially large number of downlinked compressed signals, and because there axe
ground-based fiber-optic cable solutions being demonstrated that could offer a simpler, lower cost
solution. For this reason, I consider the likely deployment period as far-term. REVISION on 4118/97
assumptions stated above was based on CSTS report in 1994. During last year, as many as 12
different concepts for Broadband (Ka) communication system have been proposed by the commercial
industry to address "Bandwidth on demand" and "Internet-on-the-sky" type service. Currently, the
cable and space communication services are no longer competitive, rather, complementary to each
other. Digital Movie Satellite is viewed as a special application of such Broadband communication
satellite system.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orb/t GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadk:argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Neat-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capabUily N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
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Entertainment- Digital Movie Satellite
I Ill II
Confidence in fright rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
II I
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations
Launch facUities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Commercial insurance through usual channels
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _ange operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Weeks
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Hours
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling tiight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
No Return.to.launch-slte capability after abort No
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 44
Space Utilities - Molniya - deployment mission
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.8.2. Molniya Space Power Utilities
Date 4/25/97 1:51:37 PM
Reviewers Bywater, R/Kim, D/Smith, P. L.
Description
Two different nonsynchronous orbit solar power satellite options were examined. Selection of the
orbit is crucial to space-based power satellites performance and system cost. A high altitude requires
large antennas and a low orbital period yields short dwell times. Molniya SPS meets peak power
demands from northern hemisphere with higher population density and northern latitude areas with
higher seasonal peak power demand. Molniya missions: 25 to 50 tons of payload to a Molniya orbit
at 63 deg. inclination. Launching 2 missions week during build up phase.
Major System Assumptions
Some space assembly and servicing may be required, multiple flights to assemble one SIC in orbit. On-
orbit robotics. EELV used (heavy lift). Containerized P/L required for LEO storage. Equivalent P/L to
LEO is total SIC. Assembly crews provided via separate contract/service. Manned assmbly in LEO -
then transfer to HEO via XIPS and deploy arrays in I-lEO. >300 flts/yr @ $100 mil/LV. $1 bil total ca.
SIC - i.e. $100 mil/flt (or module). Space fueling/servicing required. ** For Initial Deployment per
discussion with R. Bywater 4/22/97. Total system weight (LEO Equiv. Ib) = 30.8E6 lb, requiring 320
launches for 1 GW system.
Comments
Depends on what OTV looks like and whether on-orbit propulsion is a separate module such that
other power modules have no fuel at launch. These entries based primarily on solar which is why no
nuclear onboard is assumed. Not clear why assumptions as received refer to 2 missions per week
during build up phase. That is too low. Except for focus on niche markets, it isn't clear why this system
is judged "somewhat" viable compared to the GEO system given that the satellites are similar in size
and cost and the large initial costs are apparently dominant in the GEO assessment. Also, the assembly
procedure for this concept is noted to be less costly than GEO. However it seems the same approach
could be used in both cases given the apparent similarity of the satellites.
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Inclined (60 to 80 deg)
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadLcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required 100X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge About 300 or more total
Estimated average flight rate Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
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Space Utilities - Molniya - deployment mission
[
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
I
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool.down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don1 care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling jh'ght abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.8.2. Molniya Space Power Utilities
Date 4/25/97 1:52:16 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Kim, David/Smith, P. L.
Description
Two different nonsynchronous orbit solar power satellite options were examined. Selection of the
orbit is crucial to space-based power satellites performance and system cost. A high altitude requires
large antennas and a low orbital period yields short dwell times. Molniya SPS meets peak power
demands from northern hemisphere with higher population density and northern latitude areas with
higher seasonal peak power demand. Molniya missions: 25 to 50 tons of payload to a Molniya orbit
at 63 deg. inclination. Launching 2 missions/week during build up phase.
Major System Assumptions
Some space assembly and servicing may be required, multiple flights to assemble one SIC in orbit. On-
orbit robotics. EELV used (heavy lift). Containerized P/L required for LEO storage. Equivalent P/L to
LEO is total SIC. Assembly crews provided via separate contract/service. Manned assmbly in LEO -
then transfer to I-lEO via XIPS and deploy arrays in HEO. >300 fits/yr @ $1t30 mil/LV. $1 bil total ea.
SIC - i.e. $1130 rail/fit (or module). Space fueling/servicing required. ** For Initial Deployment per
discussion with R. Bywater 4/22/97. Total system weight (LEO Equiv. lb) = 30.8E6 lb, requiring 320
launches for 1 GW system.
Comments
Depends on what OTV looks like and whether on-orbit propulsion is a separate module such that
other power modules have no fuel at launch. These entries based primarily on solar which is why no
nuclear onboard is assumed. Not clear why assumptions as received refer to 2 missions per week
during build up phase. That is too low. Except for focus on niche markets, it isn't clear why this system
is judged "somewhat" viable compared to the GEO system given that the satellites are similar in size
and cost and the large initial costs are apparently dominant in the GEO assessment. Also, the assembly
procedure for this concept is noted to be less costly than GEO. However it seems the same approach
could be used in both cases given the apparent similarity of the satellites.
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Inclined (60 to 80 deg)
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadicargo Bulk - pressurized
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Es6mated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
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Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
I
Low confidence (just a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Low: Some risk of loss of service, but w/o significant revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
NIA
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Paylond fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mu_'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
NIA Return.ta.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.8.2.2.1 GEO Solar Power Satellite
Date 4/25/97 1:53:19 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Kim, D/Smith, P. L.
Description
Large power satellites in GEO were extensively studied in the late 1970s by various organizations, and
in several large contractual studies from DOE to Boeing Aerospace and Rockwell International. These
satellites were designed to provide high power levels (tens to hundreds of gigawatts) to terresmal
receivers by converting incident solar energy into microwave power for transmission to large antenna
sites on the Earth. The power was then transferred into the terrestrial power grid. These satellites
were primarily designed to serve the base-power needs for terrestrial users. A subsequent preliminary
study was performed by General Dynamics Corporation into the utility of using lunar resources to
provide components of the GEO SPSs. A low level of enthusiast-fueled effort in analysis and
development of GEO SPSs has continued since that time.
Major System Assumptions
Satellite mass/unit power = (approx.)10 ktons/GW. LEO assembly. GEO spare modules and robotic
replacement. GEO maintenance -- robotics-OTV. ** For initial deployment per R. Bywater, 4/22/97
Total LEO Equiv. weight = 19e6 Ib, requiring 190 launches for 1 GW system.
Comments
Launch costs are not a dominant factor. Vehicle Concepts Dept. review (circa 95) cited cost
($100bil+) and safety/environmental concerns as show stoppers, e.g., AIAA 95 workshop. 190
launches required - entered as 100 launches with low priority (+/= 100 %) range, rather than 300
launches.
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit GEO/GSO/I-IEO
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 100X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge About 100 total (range 61 to 150)
Not appficable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
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II1|11
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
NIA
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injeetion accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payioad change out required Yes
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space Utility - GEO - servicing flight
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.8.2.2.1 GEe Solar Power Satellite
Date 4/25/97 1:54:19 PM
Reviewers Bywater, R/Kim, D. J/Smith, P. L
Description
Large power satellites in GEO were extensively studied in the late 1970s by various organizations, and
in several large contractual studies from DOE to Boeing Aerospace and Rockwell International. These
satellites were designed to provide high power levels (tens to hundreds of gigawatts) to terrestrial
receivers by converting incident solar energy into microwave power for transmission to large antenna
sites on the Earth. The power was then transferred into the terrestrial power grid. These satellites
were primarily designed to serve the base-power needs for terrestrial users. A subsequent preliminary
study was performed by General Dynamics Corporation into the utility of using lunar resources to
provide components of the GEO SPSs. A low level of enthusiast-fueled effort in analysis and
development of GEO SPSs has continued since that time.
Major System Assumptions
Satellite mass/unit power = (approx.)10 ktons/GW. LEO assembly. GEO spare modules and robotic
replacement. GEO maintenance -- robotics-OTV. ** For initial deployment per R. Bywater, 4122197
Total LEO Equiv. weight = 19e6 lb, requiring 190 launches for 1 GW system.
Comments
Launch costs are not a dominant factor. Vehicle Concepts Dept. review (circa 95) cited cost
($100bil+) and safety/environmental concerns as show stoppers, e.g., AIAA 95 workshop. 190
launches required - entered as 100 launches with low priority (+/= 100 %) range, rather than 300
launches.
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadLcargo Rack-mounted equipment
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capab_ty N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliabifity
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch insurance considerations
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Commercial insurance through usual channels
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Space Utility - GEO - servicing flight
[[ ]r [ ]11
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Weeks
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
NIA
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mul_-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space Utility - SunSync - deployment mission
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.8.2.2.3 Sun Synchronous Power
Satellite
Date 4/23/97 7:37:05 AM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Kim, David/Smith, P. L.
Description
The major market for power is to the major metropolitan areas within the continental United States.
Within this market, a premium is paid through existing systems for power provided during peak
demand periods. This premium price is paid since generating systems are most efficient if run at
constant level. During peak power conditions, new assets or stored power must be brought on line and
run solely for this peak power demand.
Major System Assumptions
Initial Deployment - per R. Bywater, 0.8 GW system weighs 6.3e6 lb total, requiring 64 launches total
Comments
Somewhat independent of launch costs. Appears economically not viable. However, launch costs
would have to drop to approx. $100/lb if other factors such as initially large investment are overcome.
Requires large supporting infrastructure to be developed, e.g. OTV, assembly and maintenance crew
services. Robotics (?)
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Polar or near polar
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 1130reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge About 100 total (range 61 to 150)
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase tlight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
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Space Utility - SunSync - deployment mission
1
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Paylaad fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space Utility - SunSync - servicing flight
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.8.2.2.3 Sun Synchronous Power
Satellite
Date 4/25/97 1:55:42 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Kim, David/Smith, P. L.
Description
The major market for power is to the major metropolitan areas within the continental United States.
Within this market, a premium is paid through existing systems for power provided during peak
demand periods. This premium price is paid since generating systems are most efficient if run at
constant level. During peak power conditions, new assets or stored power must be brought on line and
run solely for this peak power demand.
Major System Assumptions
Comments
Somewhat independent of launch costs. Appears economically not viable. However, launch costs
would have to drop to approx. $100/lb if other factors such as initially large investment are overcome.
Requires large supporting infrastructure to be developed, e.g. OTV, assembly and maintenance crew
services. Robotics (?)
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Polar or near polar
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Bulk - pressurized
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 100X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge Not appficable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Low: Some risk of loss of service, but w/o significant revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _ange requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facifities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Unknown--could be showstopper
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Space Utility - SunSync - servicing flight
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final.orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space Utility - Lunar - deployment mission
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.8.2.2.4 Lunar Based Power Station
Date 4/25/97 1:59:06 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Kim, David
Description
After the major contractual studies of the GEO satellite power systems were performed in the late
1970s it was identified that much of the cost was for transporting equipment and components upwards
in the Earth's gravitational well. Since that time several studies have generated an interest in
producing solar power satellite components and system on the lunar surface or mining the Moon to
provide construction material for SPSs. The specific venture examined here is to produce and install
large solar power generation and transmission systems on the lunar surface and transmit power back to
the Earth for terrestrial use.
Major System Assumptions
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit Other
Inclination N/A
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload[cargo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Unknown (too uncertain to say)
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliabili_ required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge About 100 total (range 61 to 150)
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Unknown--could be showstopper
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Space Utility - Lunar - deployment mission
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
I II
Not a driver--don_t care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
NIA
NIA
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space Utility - Lunar - servicing flight
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.8.2.2.4 Lunar Based Power Station
Date 4/21/97 2:14:21 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Kim, David
Description
After the major contractual studies of the GEO satellite power systems were performed in the late
1970s it was identified that much of the cost was for transporting equipment and components upwards
in the Earth's gravitational well. Since that time several studies have generated an interest in
producing solar power satellite components and system on the lunar surface or mining the Moon to
provide construction material for SPSs. The specific venture examined here is to produce and install
large solar power generation and transmission systems on the lunar surface and transmit power back to
the Earth for terrestrial use.
Major System Assumptions
Comments
Assumed to be non-manned flight for servicing/scheduled maintenance by tele-robotics.
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit Other
Inclination N/A
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadicargo Bulk - pressurized
Likely deployment period Unknown (too uncertain to say)
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Unknown--could be showstopper
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Space Utility - Lunar - servicing flight
III III
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No
No
No
Yes
Final-orbit injection required
Overflight over populated areas an issue
On-orbit payload change out required
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits)
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves)
No Encapsulated or containerized payload
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
NIA
No
No
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Application # 48
Space Utility - Space-to-Space Power Beaming
Category
Source
Date
Renewers
Commercial
CSTS 3.8.2.2.5. Space-to-Space Power
Beaming
4/25/97 2:00:34 PM
Bywater, Ronald/Kim, D. J.
Description
Space-to-space power beaming for the purpose of providing power to orbiting satellites is another
possible market area of interest. This area has been identified as a potential near-term application of
in-space beaming and as potential market area. The main attraction or advantage to space-to-space
power beaming is to be able to simplify satellites by off-loading the power-generation systems and
thereby also extending the life of the satellite indefinitely. Options for doing this include microwave
or laser power transmission options. The primary concept for such a venture is to place a central
"power station" in orbit equipped with large power-generating systems (usually solar arrays). From
this centralized power station beamed power is transmitted to other orbital assests to provide them
power. The advantages of this are claimed to be lighter, cheaper co-orbiting satellites and lower cost
overall to the system architecture.
Major System Assumptions
Assume each power station will be able to power several GSO satellites. Not considering feasibility, it
is assumed that the power satellite will provide high power via solar arrays, and transmit power to
recipient satellites by laser or microwave, and the receiving medium is lighter and smaller than
comparable solar arrays/batteries. Considered low probabiLity mission.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit GEO/GSO/HEO
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payioadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capabilityN/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence Ousta guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabfing threshold will not increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
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Space Utility - Space-to-Space Power Beaming
I
Return cross-range requirement N/A
Safe abort requirement N/A
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
II I I
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap .reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingtbay.size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Special/outsized relative to lift mass in this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space Advertising
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.10.3 Space Advertising
Date 4/21/97 2:19:29 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Kim, D. J.
Description
The use of launch vehicles as an advertising medium is a newly evolving market with the potential to
make substantial financial contributions. Several major commercial advertising firms have already
contracted to place advertisements for their clients on both U.S. and international vehicles. In the past,
launch vehicle manufacturers have used the advertising space to promote their subcontractors and
suppliers, as well as the payload manufacturer or end user. These events have generally not involved
any monetary compensation, but have been used to promote overall programs in hope of increased
future sales. Although it is extremely unlikely that advertisements could fund an entire mission, they
may provide significant supplementary revenue. Advertisements may be purchased on their own, but
they are generally integrated into overall promotional campaigns, As such, they have the potential to
generate additional revenues on the order of $3 million to $5 million or more per mission. This may
approach the funding necessary for a small launch vehicle mission, and the revenue from the
additional payloads would be pure profit. NEW REVISION: This concept includes Space Billboard of
several miles long, made of lightweight deployable structure, to be visible by naked eyes in the earth.
It may be lighted at night time for simple messages or simple logo. (Example: Tether was visible
from the earth).
Major System Assumptions
Space policy issue (domestic and international) Launch complex access (international more likely than
US) Primary limitation - launch schedule variability - must accommodate event timing of advertising
campaign.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 3 reduction
Return payload mass NIA
Standing.alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Confidence in flight rates Low confidence (justa guess)
Launch price elasticity Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
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Space Advertising
I Illl
Schedule importance Low: Some risk of loss of service, but w/o significant revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch J,ange operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Not applicable (or less than today's typical performa
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
N/A
Much more than today's acceptable (e.g., rail gun lau
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On.orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
No Overfh'ght over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Space Burial
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.10.5 Space Burial
Date 4/19/97 3:32:16 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Kim, David
Description
In 1985 the Transportation Department granted mission approval for preliminary plans for Space
Services, Inc. (SSI) to carry cremated human remains into space in 1986 or early 1987. SSL whose
president was former astronaut Donald K. "Deke" Slayton, developed the Conestoga booster as a
commercial space venture. The launches were to be contracted for by the Celestis Group of
Melbourne, Florida, a consortium of morticians and former KSC contractor engineers. LEO mission,
with TBD lb. 1 to 2 missions/year from 2000 to 2030.
Major System Assumptions
Based on study a large market exists. Assumes no competitive response from terres_al based services
which may employ the same extended mass reduction technique which reduces each unit from 3-4 lb.
to 0.25 ounces. Celestes proposes as many as 10 missions/year of Pegasus class.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
OrbR MEO
Inclination N/A
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 Ib
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadh:argo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Medium confidence (4- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
None: No launch schedule criticality, launch as available
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities Jrange requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical airport facilities (e.g., package delivery)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
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Space Burial
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew/passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Not applicable (or less than today's typical perforrna
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
N/A
Much more than today's acceptable (e.g., rail gun lau
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
No Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Novelties
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.10.2 Novelties
Date 4/19/97 3:35:13 PM
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
The novelties area covers the sale of used/spare space assets, objects captured from space, and items
flown specifically to be resold as "space trinkets." Although this is an ongoing market, it has been
severely limited by the availability of suitable items. Due to the scarceness of these items, their sale
has been generally confined to highly specialized auctions. Considering the demand for such items
and the prices at which they are sold, it may appear that there is a significant opportunity being
missed. However, it must be remembered that it is the scarcity itself that forms the value of these
items since their intrinsic value is generally negligible. For instance, moon rocks would have little or
no value if it wasn't for their origin.
Major System Assumptions
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orb/t LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadhzargo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 Ib
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence Oust a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
None: No launch schedule criticality, launch as available
Launch insurance considerations Commerciai insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement N/A
Safe abort requirement N/A
Government indemnification N/A
requirements for launch services
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Novelties
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingtbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Not applicable (or less than today's typical performa
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board No
Return-to-launch site requirements No
On-orbit refueling required No
On-orbit cargo transfer required No
Launch during conflict conditions No
Payload fuel handling flight abort No
Alternate landing site(s) required N/A
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
Final-orbit injection required No
Overflight over populated areas an issue No
On-orbit payload change out required No
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No
No
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing
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Space Product Demonstration
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.10.4 Space Product Demonstration.
Date 4/19/97 3:39:34 PM
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
The ability to demonstrate commercial products on orbit has existed since the early 1980s with the
initiation of several commercial launch vehicle companies. The demonstration of products on orbit,
like advertising, would be integrated into a company's promotional campaign. In general,
demonstrating products on orbit serves little, if any, technical purpose. The companies considering
such a demonstration, however, felt the use of their products on orbit provided them technical
credibility and further added a feeling of "toughness" and "reliability." This change in public
perception is the value-added contribution of an on orbit product demonstration from their point of
view. Additionally, if any of these demonstrated products can be returned to earth, it appears that
there would be a substantial market for the sale of such items.
Major System Assumptions
Comments
Possibility of docking with space station and transfer cargo to/from Space station
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadk:argo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Retarn payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
None: No launch schedule criticality, launch as available
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ErR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
Safe abort requirement Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
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II
Government indemnification Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
requirements for launch services
Time required to swap _reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
NIA
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling fiight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
Yes Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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New Missions - Space Business Park - deployment mission
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.7.7. Space Business Park
Date 4119/97 3:44:01 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Johnson, Ray/Kim, David
Description
Conceptualized to represent a multi-use commercially oriented facility in Earth orbit, this market area
was identified from the preliminary results of several market areas that did not generate enough
revenues by themselves to justify a separate space facility. Numerous business opportunities have been
identified that have the potential for using an in-space facility as part of their routine business
operations, including space manufacturing, and industrial research. Some of the unique resources
from space include: vacuum, microgravity, wide range of temperatures, unattenuated solar spectrum,
radiation, and no ecology based environmental restrictions. As an aggregate of this market area's
demand, it was assessed that a multi-use, commercially oriented space facility could be a viable
commercial venture at launch costs of greater then $500flb to orbit. LEO and GEO platforms with 6
different types for total launch rate of 10 to 18 per year from 2000 to 2010 time frame
Major System Assumptions
This application is for the nonrecurring build-up of the space facility. It is assumed that the facility
weighs approximately 1,000,000 lb. Only the LEO case is considered.
Comments
This segment focuses on assembly of business park, so no consideration given to operating crew. Any
crews will be assembly crews spending Shuttle-type periods on orbit. Those assembly crews are
considered part of a separate contract/service required as infrastructure to support general space
construction typical of the time frame during which this project is undertaken.
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadk:argo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Fat-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge About 10 total (range 7 to 15)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch insurance considerations
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Conm_ereial insurance through usual channels
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New Missions - Space Business Park - deployment mission
I
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Weeks
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - uncooperative (passive) target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM.azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On.orbit payload change out required No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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New Missions - Space Business Park - servicing flight
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.7.7. Space Business Park
Date 4/19/97 3:48:06 PM
Reviewers Bywater, Ronald/Johnson, Ray/Kim, David
Description
Conceptualized to represent a multi-use commercially oriented facility in Earth orbit, this market area
was identified from the preliminary results of several market areas that did not generate enough
revenues by themselves to justify a separate space facility. Numerous business opportunities have been
identified that have the potential for using an in-space facility as part of their routine business
operations, including space manufacturing, and industrial research. Some of the unique resources
from space include: vacuum, microgravity, wide range of temperatures, unattenuated solar spectrum,
radiation, and no ecology based environmental restrictions. As an aggregate of this market area's
demand, it was assessed that a multi-use, commercially oriented space facility could be a viable
commercial venture at launch costs of greater then $500/lb to orbit. LEO and GEO platforms with 6
different types for total launch rate of 10 to 18 per year from 2000 to 2010 time frame
Major System Assumptions
This application is for the routine servicing of an existing Space Business Park. It is assumed that the
spacelift vehicle will transport both crews and cargo to the business park.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) NIA
Primary payloadlcargo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing.alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 10X betterthan present
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average tlight rate)
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Medium confidence (4--50%)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement Less thafi 400 nmi (typical of STS)
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Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
NIA
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
NIA
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
Yes Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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New Missions - Space Medical
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.7.3 & 3.7.4. Space Medical
Facilities/Space Hospital
Date 4/25/97 2:02:08 PM
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
Use space environment to treat life-threatening or debilitating diseases. Some of major
diseases/sicknesses that may be benefited by space treatments are: Orthopedics, burns and physical
therapy. Space hospital is for long term care on orbit to treat life-threatening or debilitating diseases,
to reduce the suffering with chronic illnesses, or to improve the quality of life of the permanently
disabled. Based upon market contacts, several promising medical treatments that used the space
environment (primarily microgravity) were identified. However, there is a large level of uncertainty in
the use of these treatments, based upon a lack of clinical or experimental data on them. Furthermore,
to ship a patient to space and provide the treatment on orbit at rates equivalent to terrestrial costs
would require launch costs, of $100/lb or less.
Major System Assumptions
Economic viability is questionable at this time due to limited data available and potential benefits.
Space Medical Facility is assumed to be a module of Space Business Park.
Comments
Assume there is a space hospital facility already deployed, and this application just considers delivery
and return of patients.
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Weeks
Primary payload]cargo Man - untrained, as passenger
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability Hours
Launch reliability required lOOXbetter than present
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
About 100 per year (61 to 150)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price wig greatly increase flight rate
High: National security or severe launch-window constraints
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements Typical airport facilities (e.g., package delivery)
Return cross-range requirement Greater than 400 nmi including once-around capability
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Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
More stringent requirements
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space.transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Special/outsized relative to lift mass in this category
Hours
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Less than today's required
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
Yes Final-orbit injection required Yes
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
Yes On.orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return.to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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I Application #53.3New Missions - Space Settlements (O'Neil Habitats)
Category
Source
Date
Reviewers
Commercial
CSTS, 3.7.5. Space Settlements
4/25/97 7:31:04 AM
Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
Long term manned settlements in space, based on moon, planets or LEO. Representing the popular
idea of large human habitations in space, this market had the weakness that the participants of the
large habitats needed some occupation and the settlement needed some cash flow to justify market
investment and support. Such cash flows could only be found if other large-scale space business
activities, such as solar power satellite (SPS) construction in GEO, were underway. Based upon the
market area potentials for these other areas, the assessed market for space settlements was determined
to occur with transportation systems cost well under $100/lb to orbit.
Major System Assumptions
ONeil type large space habitat in L5 orbit assumes daily flights required for both initial construction
and day-to-day operation. No major economical benefits in near future.
Comments
Assumed primary payload is bulk material but will also carry human passengers. Assumed initial
deployment and routine operations will have similar flight rates. Question 4) Cis-lunar flight. Revised
by E. Ruth 19 APR 97.
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit Other
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 40 Klb to 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Hours
Primary payload|cargo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Unknown (too uncertain to say)
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass Over 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Equivalent to commercial AC flight reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 300 or more per year
Low confidence Oust a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Low: Some risk of loss of service, but w/o significant revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Self insured (commercial)
Launch facUlties range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
Safe abort requirement More stringent requirements
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Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing[bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Hours
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Typical of LV class for this category
Days
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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New Missions - Space Settlements (Lunar Outpost)
I Ill
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.7.5. Space Settlements
Date 4/25/97 7:30:46 AM
Reviewers Kim, David/Ruth, Edward
Description
Long term manned settlements in space, based on moon, planets or LEO. Representing the popular
idea of large human habitations in space, this market had the weakness that the participants of the
large habitats needed some occupation and the settlement needed some cash flow to justify market
investment and support. Such cash flows could only be found if other large-scale space business
activities, such as solar power satellite (SPS) construction in GEO, were underway. Based upon the
market area potentials for these other areas, the assessed market for space settlements was determined
to occur with transportation systems cost welt under $100Bb to orbit.
Major System Assumptions
This is for deployment of small science outpost on Moon. Assumes monthly flights required for both
initial construction and day-to-day operation.
Comments
Space settlement or permanent habitat is considered not economically viable by the CSTS conclusion.
However, there may be some scientific value to a permanent settlement. This application only
considered the initial build-up of Lunar Base. Periodic resupply and crew delivery mission, as well as
crew/cargo return would have somewhat different launch requirements. Question 4) Cis-lunar flight.
Revised by E. Ruth 19 AIR 97.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit Other
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 40 Klb to 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Days
Primary payloadk:argo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Unknown (too uncertain to say)
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass Over 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average fright rate)
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence (,just a guess)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
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New Missions - Space Settlements (Lunar Outpost)
I
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
More stringent requirements
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing[bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent/descent
Not a driver--don_t care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Typical of LV class for this category
Days
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
Yes Overflight overpopulated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return.to.launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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New Missions - Space Agriculture
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.7.1.2 Space Agriculture.
Date 4/19/97 4:02:32 PM
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
Initially, this market area was conceptualized as a large in-space facility providing high-density and
high-intensity agricultural production. As with the space settlements market, this venture would
require other very large in-space business activities to occur before justifying this market area. Based
upon the market area potentials for these other areas, the assessed market for space agriculture was
determined to occur with transportation systems costs well under $100/]b to orbit
Major System Assumptions
No economic viability unless other large scale space application is developed (i.e., Space Habitat,
Space Business Park, etc.).
Comments
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO 40 Klb to 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadh:argo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass Over 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Present reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Low: Some risk of loss of service, but w/o significant revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements
Return cress-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload Not a driver--don_ care
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Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board No
Return-to-launch site requirements Yes
On-orbit refueling required No
On-orbit cargo transfer required Yes
Launch during conflict conditions No
Payload fuel handling flight abort No
Alternate landing site(s) required Yes
MuM-azimuth launch No
Crew Requirement No
Final-orbit injection required Yes
Overflight over populated areas an issue No
On-orbit payload change out required Yes
On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Return.to.launch-site capability after abort Yes
Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Entertainment - Orbiting Movie Studio
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.6.3 Orbiting Movie Studio
Date 4119/97 4:27:43 PM
Reviewers Johnson, Ray F./Kim, David
Description
Explore a concept of using an in-space facility for feature film or TV show production. Unique aspect
of space environment such as microgravity, planets, moon, and stars can be exploited by the film
industry. It requires low transportation cost, based upon current industry production costs, but
generates a potential 650K lb/year transportation market at $100/lb LEO transportation price. Deliver
cargo and passengers to a LEO business park. Annual estimated mass of 650 Klb based on launching
12.5 Klb on a weekly basis. Orbiting facility has an initial launch mass of 80 Klb to a LEO orbit,
operational by 2005-6 time frame. Need a passenger transporter, for a group of 12 to 20 people with
camera equipemnt to and from the facility. Goal of < $ 400/lb, weekly launch rate.
Major System Assumptions
This facility is assumed to be attached to an existing space facility, which provides common
housekeeping functions, such as power generation, thermal control, and attitude control. For the
purposes of this evaluation, the spacelift requirements are based on operating the studio and the
recurring transfer of crews and equipment to and from the studio. I am assuming an implementation
time flame of beyond 2020, which is well beyond the CSTS assumption of 2008 to 2010.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Weeks
Primarypayload[cargo Man - untrained, as passenger
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass Over 10,000 Ib
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required Eqttivaient to commercial AC flight reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
About 30 per year (16 to 60)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical airport facilities (e.g., package delivery)
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Entertainment - Orbiting Movie Studio
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Less than 400 tutti (typical of STS)
More stringent requirements
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Days
Typical of today's launch vehicles
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue No
Yes On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Entertainment - Space Athletic Events
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.6.4 Space Athletic Events
Date 4/19/97 4:32:21 PM
Reviewers Johnson, Ray F./Kim, David
Description
Use of the space environment as the venues for a major broadcast sporting event. This concept is for
athletic events performed in an on-orbit facility, and broadcasts (beamed) to terrestrial audiences. The
analysis and contacts on this market area indicated positive results, if it was included in a multi- use
facility-- with revenue-generating options identified for single and multiple events with launch costs
reduced at least an order of magnitude from today's price. Deliver cargo and passengers,
approximately 20Klb to a LEO business park. The initial orbiting facility is approximately size of an
STS External Tank to a LEO orbit, for 2005 - 6 time frame. At a cost goal of < $100flb, it will
accommodate 426 to 850 Klb/year, at < $ 500/lb, the system must accommodate 16 to 66 Klb/yr.
Weekly flight rate possible.
Major System Assumptions
Assume the facility is part of a business park and the spacelift characteristics outlined in the survey are
for recurring delivery of cargo and passengers.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) Weeks
Primary payioad_argo Man - untrained, as passenger
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass Over 10,000 Ib
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required Equivalent to commercial AC flight reliability
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 30 per year (16 to 60)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance throughusual channels
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
Safe abort requirement More stringent requirements
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Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--donl care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Special/outsized relative to lift mass in this category
Hours
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required Yes
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) Yes
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Application # 53.8Entert inment - Space Theme Park
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.6.6. Space Theme Park
Date 4/25/97 2:03:41 PM
Reviewers Johnson, Ray F./Kim, D. J.
Description
A mass market using an in-space facility to provide entertainment. The concept of using the space
environment as a unique platform for space theme attractions continues as an area of interest within a
multi-use commercial facility associated with space tourism. Moreover, contacts within the industry
have indicated there is the potential for near- term demand for high-quality real-time data for
interactive "space rides" using virtual reality systems. A 15 Klb/year transportation market was
identified at current launch costs, including piggyback and small sat systems. The larger space-based
theme park/resort market requires substantially lower launch costs, under $400/lb. Deliver cargo and
passengers to a LEO business park. Initial delivery of orbiting station: TBD lb, to LEO build up:
Operational: Passenger service from 15 - 25 passengers to 75+ passengers later on. At current launch
cost, the system must deliver 6 - 42 Klb/yr, at $ 500/lb, 360 to 830 Klb/yr, at < $100/Ib, 700 to 7200
Lb/yr. Initially, 9 missions/yr for build up phase to 52 missions/yr initially to 135/yr at $100/lb
launch cost.
Major System Assumptions
The CSTS study considered two concepts for a space theme park. The fast is a ground-based "virtual"
space theme park that uses LEO satellites to provide a video link to an Earth-based entertainment
center. The second concept is an in-space theme park that is used by space tourist. For the purposes of
this survey, the responses to the questions relate to the f'u'st concept since it is the more practical
concept and has a higher probability of being implemented.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit LEO
Inclination Inclined (20 to 40 deg)
Payload to LEO 10 Klb to 20 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadk:argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
likely deployment period Near-term: 2000 - 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass NIA
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Low: Some risk of loss of service, but w/o significant revenue penalty
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f
Launch insurance considerations Commercial insurance through usual channels
Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairingkbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_ care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
NIA
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
No Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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New Missions - Debris Removal
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.7.2. Debris Removal
Date 4/25/97 2:04:11 PM
Reviewers David J. Kim
Description
Orbital debris is becoming more and more of a significant problem in space operations. As future
space operations increase, this problem may be expected to grow. This market area examined the
market potential of mitigating the impact of orbital debris, including the market viability of dedicated
debris removal systems. However, the market assessment showed that for LEO operations, this market
may most effectively be addressed by regulation and additional shielding on LEO systems, No
significant space transportation demand was identified for this market area.
Major System Assumptions
This concept is different from concept #11 (NWV), in that this proposes actual debris coUection
system, rather than a de-orbiting debris (11). CSTS study proposed 3 satellites, one each for LEO,
GEO and high polar orbit. This concept originated from Johnson Space Center, NASA. Q.4 should be
interpreted as multiple orbits, LEO, GEO, and Inclined.
Comments
This concept covers 3 different orbits, LEO, GEO and Inclined. Limited data field does not permit
multiple entries.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit Other
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required
EsL flights for one-time surge
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
l 0X better than present
Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 3 per year (range 2 to 6)
Low confidence Oust a guess)
Inelastic--lowering price below enabling threshold will not increase flight rate
None: No launch schedulecriticality, launch as available
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement N/A
Safe abort requirement N/A
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Government indemnitication N/A
requirements for launch services
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
N/A
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - uncooperative (passive) target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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Applica_on # 58
Space Mining - LOX - deployment mission
Category
Source
Date
Commercial
CSTS, 3.9.2 Lunar Liquid Oxygen (LOX).
4/25/97 2:04:32 PM
Reviewers Wolfe, Malcolm/Ruth, Edward/Kim, David
Description
LOX produced on the lunar surface has the potential of replacing LOX transported from Earth for
lunar orbit operations and for return of astronauts and equipment from the lunar surface. It also has
the potential of being used in deep space or planetary missions.
Major System Assumptions
Assume a 300,000 lb facility on the moon.
Comments
Question 4) cis-lunar flight. Revised by E. Ruth 18 APR 97 d. J. Kim 21 April - changed flight rate
and rendezvous requirements.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit Other
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Bulk - pressurized
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 100 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 100X better than present
EsL flights for one-time surge About 100 total (range 61 to 150)
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities _range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
N/A
N/A
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload Not a driver-don't care
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system) Typical of today's launch vehicles
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Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
N/A
More stringent (e.g. because of higher launch rates)
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Days
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
NIA
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return.to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return.to-launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing Yes
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Space Mining - LOX - servicing flight
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.9.2 Lunar Liquid Oxygen (LOX).
Date 4/25/97 2:05:54 PM
Reviewers Wolfe, Malcolm/Johnson, Ray/Ruth, Edward/Kim, D. J.
Description
LOX produced on the lunar surface has the potential of replacing LOX transported from Earth for
lunar orbit operations and for return of astronauts and equipment from the lunar surface. It also has
the potential of being used in deep space or planetary missions.
Major System Assumptions
This application is for the servicing of an existing lunar facility.
Comments
Question 4) Cis-lunar flight. Revised by E. Ruth 19 APR 97 d. Kim 21 April 97 - launch cost and crew
return to be consistent with described mission.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit Other
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 20 Klb to 40 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Bulk - unpressurized
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability N/A
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities _ange requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Greater than today
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload Not a driver--don't care
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system) Typical of today's launch vehicles
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Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch _'ange operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
I
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Weeks
Special operations--more extensive than today
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Periodic, scheduled service (daily, weekly, monthly)
Yes - cooperative target
Must be considered
Required
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mu_'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort Yes
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
Yes Payload fuel handling and sating after landing Yes
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Application # 59
Space Mining - Helium-3 (He3) - deployment mission
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.9.3 Helium-3 (He3)
Date 4/25/97 2:06:03 PM
Reviewers Wolfe, Malcolm/Johnson, Ray/Ruth, Edward
Description
Demand for lunar He3 is predicated upon the commercial generation of electrical power from fusion
power plants that use deuterium/helium-3 or helium-3/belium-3 fusion reactions. There is only enough
He3 in weapons stockpiles for research and initial development of these types of fusion. Predictions
for the achievements of commercial fusion of this type ranges from 2015 at the earliest to 2030 in
more conservative productions. A cost-to-orbit of $300/1b to LEO must be obtained before lunar
helium becomes a viable space launch market item. This cost is based on achieving He3-generated
electricity rates that are competitive with current rates. He3 is an attractive fuel for nuclear fusion
reactors. There are two reasons for this attractiveness: (1) the deuterium/helium-3 reaction does not
produce any fast neutrons and (2) the helium-3/helium-3 reaction produces no radioactivity at all (fig.
3.9.3.1-1). Because of the very large amount of energy that can be generated by even small amounts
of He3, it appears economically viable to mine it from the lunar surface. Figure 3.9.3.1-2 outlines and
He3 mining strategy developed by the University of Wisconsin that produces 33 kg of He3 per year.
Figure 3.9.3.1-3 indicates the required equipment and crew needed for a mining operation.
Major System Assumptions
The mission requirements are for the building of the facility. They do not include the recurring
servicing of the facility which is addressed in question 59.1. The CSTS Study does not include an
estimate of the required mass for the facility. It is assumed to weigh approximately 300,000 lb.
Comments
Question 4) Cis-lunar flight Revised by E. Ruth 19 APR 97.
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit Other
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO Greater than 60 ]fib
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Bulk - pressurized
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required
Est. flights for one-time surge
Estimated average flight rate
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
10X better than present
About 10 total (range 7 to 15)
Not applicable (surge or one-shot mission)
Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
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Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
Launch facilities _range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
N/A
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairing_bay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch .range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don_t care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Bulk cargo--tailor to fit available dimensions
Weeks
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Days
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - uncooperative (passive) target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Multi.azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
No Return.to.launch-slte capability after abort No
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing Yes
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Space Mining - Helium-3 (He3) - servicing flight
Category Commercial
Source CSTS, 3.9.3 Helium-3 (He3)
Date 4/25/97 2:06:29 PM
Reviewers Wolfe, Malcolm/Johnson, Ray/Ruth, Edward
Description
Demand for lunar He3 is predicated upon the commercial generation of electrical power from fusion
power plants that use deuterium/helium-3 or helium-3/helium-3 fusion reactions. There is only enough
He3 in weapons stockpiles for research and initial development of these types of fusion. Predictions
for the achievements of commercial fusion of this type ranges from 2015 at the earliest to 2030 in
more conservative productions. A cost-to-orbit of $300/1b to LEO must be obtained before lunar
helium becomes a viable space launch market item. This cost is based on achieving He3-generated
electricity rates that are competitive with current rates. He3 is an attractive fuel for nuclear fusion
reactors. There are two reasons for this attractiveness: (1) the deuterium/helium-3 reaction does not
produce any fast neutrons and (2) the helium-3/helium-3 reaction produces no radioactivity at all (fig.
3.9.3.1-1). Because of the very large amount of energy that can be generated by even small amounts
of He3, it appears economically viable to mine it from the lunar surface. Figure 3.9.3.1-2 outlines and
He3 mining strategy developed by the University of Wisconsin that produces 33 kg of He3 per year.
Figure 3.9.3.1-3 indicates the required equipment and crew needed for a mining operation.
Major System Assumptions
This application supports an existing Lunar Facility.
Comments
Question 4) Cis-lunar flight Revised E. Ruth 19 APR 97 d. Kim 21 Apr 97 (revised for return payload
to launch site).
Sector Civil (Foreign or joint programs)
Orbit Other
Inclination Equatorial or near equatorial
Payload to LEO 40 Klb to 60 Klb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payloadlcargo Bulk - pressurized
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Factor of 10 reduction
Return payload mass 1000 - 10,000 lb
Standing-alert capability N/A
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
EsL flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 10 per year (7 to 15)
Confidence in flight rates Medium confidence (+- 50%)
Launch price elasticity Elastic--lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Schedule importance Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Government launch (self insured)
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Launch facilities range requirements
Return cross-range requirement
Safe abort requirement
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Less than 400 nmi (typical of STS)
Same requirements as today (e.g., STS)
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Paylond fairing_ay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to final orbit
Max g-load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Not a driver--don't care
Typical of today's launch vehicles
N/A
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Weeks
Typical civil (NASA) control (as today)
Hours
Today's nominal are/tcceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
Yes - cooperative target
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
MuM-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required No
Yes Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
Yes On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) Yes
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
Yes Return-to-launch-site capability after abort No
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing Yes
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Nanosat Applications
Category Dual
Source Final Frontier, June 1997 & Aerospace
America xx 96
Date 4/23/97 7:50:03 AM
Reviewers Kim, David
Description
Nanosat technology may revolutionize the space application by miniaturizing the satellite size to a
"toaster" size or "coffee can" size, weighing no more than 10 to 20 lb. NASA,ARPA, various labs and
commercial companies are investigating miniaturization technology and related space applications to
reduce the size of space probe (Cassini class) to a several micro satellites with specific payloads.
Several dozen nanosatellites will be able to replace one large satellite, while reducing risk and
allowing multiple payloads and multiple coverage. Some of the key technologies will be
demonstrated in the early 21 st century.
Major System Assumptions
This is a class of satellite that may change the way we think of satellites in the future. This class of
satellite may apply to all, if not most, of already mentioned innovative space applications. This entry
assumes if this technology was to be available in the future, what its impact would be to the space
transportation segment, rather than a specific application description.
Comments
Sector Commercial (US and Foreign)
Orbit Multiple orbit cases
Inclination Wide range of inclinations
Payload to LEO Less than 5,000 lb
Turn time (for launcher) N/A
Primary payload_argo Deployable satellite/upper stage
Likely deployment period Far-term: post 2020
Enabling launch price Present prices
Return payload mass N/A
Standing-alert capability N/A
Confidence in flight rates
Launch price elasticity
Schedule importance
Launch reliability required 10X better than present
Est. flights for one-time surge Not applicable (steady-state average flight rate)
Estimated average flight rate About 30 per year (16 to 60)
Low confidence (just a guess)
Elastic-lowering price will greatly increase flight rate
Medium: Loss of service or revenue penalty
Launch insurance considerations Self insured (commercial)
Launch facUlties range requirements Typical of today's full-service range facilities (e.g., ETR, WTR)
Return cross-range requirement N/A
Safe abort requirement N/A
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I Application #60Nanos t Applications
II I
Government indemnification
requirements for launch services
Same as today (range-related and liability caps)
Time required to swap reintegrate substitute payload
Injection accuracy requirement (launch system)
Surge requirements (for individual launch vehicle)
Environmental standards for applications
Payload fairinglbay-size requirements
On-orbit mission duration (for launch vehicle)
Launch range operations for application
Acceptable transition time to tinal orbit
Max g.load and vibration requirement
Call-up time for space-transportation service
Rendezvous requirement
Rapid cool-down requirements for return payload
Crew passenger ejection during ascent descent
Weeks
Greater accuracy required
2X baseline flight rate
Same as standards for today's space missions
Typical of LV class for this category
Minutes (expendable)
Commercial control (about the same as today)
Months
Today's nominal are acceptable
Launch on schedule, 3 months or longer lead time
No
N/A
N/A
Nuclear materials on board
Return-to-launch site requirements
On-orbit refueling required
On-orbit cargo transfer required
Launch during conflict conditions
Payload fuel handling flight abort
Alternate landing site(s) required
Mu_'-azimuth launch
Crew Requirement
No Final-orbit injection required Yes
No Overflight over populated areas an issue No
No On-orbit payload change out required No
No On-orbit crew transfer required (space suits) No
N/A On-orbit crew transfer required (shirt sleeves) No
No Encapsulated or containerized payload Yes
N/A Return-to.launch-site capability after abort N/A
No Payload fuel handling prior to launch No
No Payload fuel handling and sating after landing No
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